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ABSTRACT
An investigation of Capital - Labor substitution possibilities in
grey iron foundries is presented. The research focuses on the problems
and possibilities for foundry design in less developed countries(LDC's).
The foundry activities in which substitution possibilities are greatest,
materials handling and moldmaking, are examined. A mixed integer
programming model is constructed for 29 alternative methods of producing
green sand molds, and computer simulations of representative foundries
in LDC's are performed. At wage and interest rates typical of LDC's,
hand and simple machine methods are demonstrated to be more economic
than capital intensive methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Technology transfer is the process by which technologies that have
evolved in the industrialized world are transplanted to less developed
countries(LDC's) with the primary objective of aiding and hastening the
economic development of the region. This process to date has been hamper-
ed by inefficiencies, increasing unemployment, and the growth of "modern
enclaves" that the "planners" of uncontrolled transfer of modern trans-
portation, construction, and manufacturing technologies had not foreseen.
As a result, considerable attention is being paid to the selection of
appropriate properly designed, and well integrated technical development
programs.
Foundries, as an example of a primary industry capable of supplying
both directly, and through other manufacturers, the products needed for
economic growth has been selected as a topic to investigate alternative
method,, of founding that could better utilize the economic resources of
the LDCs.
"Although foundry products comprise only a portion of the metal con-
sumel in a developing country, the importance and flexibility of thisi
branch of the metallurgical industry is much greater than its tonnage
would indicate"( 8). Foundries supply raw and finished goods to manufac-
turing, agriculture, and the consumer. Before other domestically based
industries can develop, foundry products must be available. Their import-
ance in the early stages of development is well illustrated in the history
of the industrial world. The development of modern founding arts preceded
the Industrial Revolution by nearly two hundred years(45). In the U.S.,
the Saugus Iron Works was constructed in 1647, and produced an estimated
8 tons of iron per week!
Foundries in LessDeveloped Countries
Interest in the problems and needs of foundries in LDC's has been
generated by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. Thro-
ugh its information gathering and consulting functions, UNIDO has organ-
ized conferences, publications and direct assistence to the foundry in-
dustry. Their work has focused on the technical requirements and problems
encountered in LDC's. The cost and supply of raw materials, skilled labor,
the need for adequate quality control, in effect all the technical pro-
blems encountered in foundries in industrialized countries, influence
foundry design in LDC's. In addition, efficient production for a small,
dispersed market, high transportation costs and limited equipment support
represent typical problems encountered. Unfortunately, there is little
typical about foundries, Since the variety of cast products is so great,
the specific requirements for materials, labor, and foundry equipment
varyiconsiderably. As well, the tremendous variation in demand from
one ountry to another prevents generalization about specifit foundry
problems. The specific requirements and problems of localities have
been and must continue to be treated on a case by case approach.
Research Objectives
This present research is directed at the general issue of the appro-
priateness of specific foundry technologies for use in LDCs. If pre-
vious efforts at industrial development in LDCs have not properly dealt
with the employment issue, what opportunities exist for better utilizing
labor in the foundry? If foreign exchange is scarce, what possibilities
exist for employing hand or simple machine methods to produce products
which in industrialized countries would be produced by automated equip-
ment?
The specific research objectives are:
1. To evaluate the capital - labor substitution possibilities in
foundry operations,
2. To locate areas where substitution possibilities are great, and
3. To obtain a quantitative measure of the range of substitution
as a function of wage and interest rates that are representa-
tive of the economic environment in LDCs.
Research Program
The research began with an ad hoc investigation of foundry techno-
logies to determine the major problems of foundry design in LDCs and
to locate where substitution possibilities exist. A number of equipment
manufacturers, consultants, national and international foundry organiza-
tiono were contacted for information. The organizations which contrib-
i
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uted information to the project are presented in Appendix A. Based
on the information and advice received, the investigation focused on
the material processing and handling activities in grey iron foundries.
The areas for greatest substitution possibilities were identified and
one of them, the moldmaking activity, was selected for quantitative eval-
uation.
A quantitative model to investigate the substitution possibilities
was constructed. Alternative methods for producing "green sand" molds
were assembled from data gathered from equipment manufacturers, local
foundries, and consultants. Equipment costs, manpower and productivities
for these methods were collected in a mixed integer programming model.
Computer simulations of representative foundries permitted the investi-
gation of the influence of wage, interest rate, and the number of pro-
duction shifts on the equipment selection. Production functions are con-
structed which present the range of substitution possibilities that can
be anticipated for this foundry operation.
The results of the research program are presented below in the follow-
ing sequence. A general discussion of foundry operations is presented
to familiarize the reader with a description of the basic processes and
the terminology used in foundries. Then the areas and range of substi-
tution possibilities are discussed. The quantitative model of mold making
is presented with two simulations of representative foundries. Finally,
a discussion of the results, major sources of error, and alternate hypo-
theses is presented.
Iron Foundry Operations
Overview
There is tremendous diversity in the design and organization of foun-
dry operations depending on the type and quantity of castings produced.
The two basic methods of organizing foundry operations are the "jobbing"
and production shops. The job shop has the flexibility to produce a wide
range of casting sizes and quantities. This flexibility requires high-
er skilled workers, and more labor intensive molding methods. The pro-
duction shop handles higher quantities of a more restricted range of cast-
ing sizes. Opportunities for mechanization(direct worker and machine
interaction), and automation(automatically controlled machines) are much
greater. While a job shop may produce 5 to 10,000 tons of castings a
year, work with several thousands casting designs, and with a majority
of orders below 100 pieces, a production foundry might produce 50,000
tons a year with only a few hundred patterns. Layouts and descriptions
of representative jobbing and production foundries are presented in
Figures 1 and 2
Despite this large variation in production requirement, the basic
sequence of foundry activities remains unchanged. The following dis-
cussion of the most important activities focuses on grey iron foundries,
but is generally applicable steel and non-ferrous foundries as well.
It is intended as an introduction to some of possibilities and potential
difficulties of foundries in LDC's.
Dust Collector
Ref. Data No. 1 An Example of Layout of a Jobbing Foundry,
having a production capacity of 5,000 tons/year.
(FC = 4,000 tons. SC = 1,000 tons)
Moulding = F. FD. VJ. DBS lines.
Sand = Green. CO2, Self hardening.
Melting = Induction Furnaces. 5T x 50Hz 2T x 150Hz.
& Cupola (3T/hr.)
Figure 1 : Layout of a Jobbing Foundry(1)
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Foundry Activities
The activities concerned with the design, production and materials
handling problems in a foundry are presented here, and a discussion of
the process and production alternatives for each of the principal act-
ivities will follow. Figure 3 presents a flow chart of the principal
foundry activities.
Depending on the design of the product, patterns(for the external
shape) and coreboxes(for the internal shapes if the part is not solid)
must be designed and manufactured. From these, the molds and cores can
be made and assembled by a wide range of hand and machine based tech-
niques. The finished molds are then transported to the pouring area,
where the mold is filled with metal. The poured castings, separated from
the mold, require a sequence of activities before shipment. The gates,
risers, flashing, and residual sand must be removed. The casting is
then cleaned, inspected, and heat treated(for malleable and ductile iron).
Figures 4 to 5 illustrate these foundry operations.
Any discussion of the operations required to produce cast parts
must emphasize the materials handling requirements of foundries. For
every ton of castings produced, up to 10 tons of sand can be handled,
and up to 100 tons of materials get handled when considering the number
of times the metal, molds, castings, and sand are moved. The principal
materials involved are the sand and clay used in moldmaking, and the
scrap, and pig iron(and limestone and coke for cupola melting). The mat-
erials handling systems determine in large part, the type of molding,
pouring, and cleanout methods that can be used in a foundry.
Figure 3 : Grey Iron Foundry Activities
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Figure 4 :, View of a Job Shop Molding AreaC Courtesy of Pekay Machine & Eng'g co)
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Matchplate pattern and Flask Mounted Pattern Being Drawn From Drag Flask
on Molding Machine
Figure 5: Sequence of Operations Required For Green Sand Molding - Marchplate Process
( Courtesy of Draper Div., Rockwell International)
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Production and Process Alternatives
Each of the principal foundry activities has a range of alternate
methods by which the same operations can be accomplished. These altern-
atives tend to fall into two classes:
1. Alternative techniques that are required to satisfy specific
design requirements(dimensions, surface finish, detail,etc.).
These will be called alternate "process techniques.
2. Alternate techniques that can be applied to the same product
that are selected as a function of quantity(total or lot size),
skill levels and degree of automation. These will be called
alternate "production" techniques.
It is inherent in technologies, however, that different "production"
techniques can more or less easily satisfy particular design require-
ments, and conversely, "processes" lend themselves to a specific level
of production. This distinction is relevant to the model of mold and
pattern making developed in the next section. There, one process, green
sand molding is investigated to determine which production methods are
most suitable to the economic conditions in LDC's.
Pattern and Core Box Making
Patterns and coreboxes are used to represent the shapes of the cast-
23
ing design. During molding, sand is rammed against the patterns and in
the core boxes to produce the cavity in which the molten metal will be
poured. The type of pattern selected is determined by the quantity of
castings, the part complexity, and the type of molding process used.
The main production alternative is the choice of materials. This
determines the lifetime(in molds) of the patterns. Table 1 lists com-
mon pattern materials and estimates of their durability and cost.
Table 1: Pattern Materials(l,2)
Metal Plastic Wood
Material: Al & Fe Casting Epoxy Resin Cherry, Cedar
Fe & Steel Machined Polyurethane Cypress, Mahogany
Production
Lot: 10,000+ 500+ 1 - 500
Maximum
Durability: 50,000+ 10,000+ 1000
Cost
Comparison: 12 - 20 3 - 5 1
Within these general classifications, there exist a wide variety
of composite designs to satisfy a specific requirement.
The other major influence on pattern design is the molding method
used. The molding system specifies the mounting arrangement of the pat-
tern(as well as often limiting the material choice). Hand molding methods
can be used equally well with a variety of pattern designs, but matchplate
and cope and drag lines require specific pattern mountings. Matchplate
patterns have half the part reproduced on each side of one pattern
plate and are usually metal or metal backed. Cope and drag lines use
separate patterns for the top(cope) and drag(bottom) portions of mold.
This requires some additional effort in making and rigging the patterns
to the molding machines. Semi-automatic and automatic molding methods
usually require specially designed patterns,or at least special rigging
for existing matchplate or cope and drag patterns. Figures 6 and 7
illustrate these different pattern designs.
Mol dmaki ng
1. Process Alternatives
There are several competitive molding processes available for making
iron castings. The one common feature of these methods is that they use
sand to take the shape of the pattern.
The traditional, and most widely used, process is green sand molding.
Over 85% of iron castings currently produced(U.S.,1972) are made by green
sand molding. A mixture of sand, clay, and water( 3-10% ) are compacted
against the pattern surface to form the shape of the casting. The pro-
cess is relatively simple, flexible and suited to a wide range of pro-
duction levels.
High pressure molding is a variation of green sand molding in which
the molding sand is compacted at high pressure(above 80-100 psi) to im-
prove the dimensional accuracy and surface finish. The high pressures
involved require pneumatic or hydraulically powered compaction and limit
the choice of molding equipment.
1Floor of pit molding is another variation of green sand molding
used for making large castings. The mold is made directly on(or in)
Seam from
Rough casting parting plain of mould
Figure 6 : Arrangement of Matchplate Pattern
and Flasks Figure 7: Arrangement of Cope and Drag
Patterns and Flasks(l)
the floor of the foundry, and molten metal is brought to the mold for
pouring. Dried green sand, chemically bonded sands, or even brick and
cement are used to form the mold surfaces. Floor molding is typically
performed by hand methods, though sandslingers can be used to deliver
and ram the sand(the slinger literally "slings" the sand into the mold
and the energy required to compact the sand is provided by the sand it-
self).
A different set of alternatives to green sand molding are the me-
thods based on chemically bonded sands. The bonding agents include so-
dium silicate, portland cement, and solid and liquid resins. In each
case, the mold materials set to satisfactory strength rather than being
compacted. The skill levels required are lower, but the materials, mix-
ing and recycling equipment are more expensive. These processes are re-
latively new and only recently are they being used widely. Their ec-
onomic advantage over green sand molding has not been clearly demonstrated.
2. Alternate Molding Production Methods
The alternative methods for moldmaking fall into two classes: tight
flask and "flaskless" molding. The flask is a foursided(or occasionally
round) metal or wood frame that forms the sides of the sand mold. It
is secured to the pattern, and filled with sand which is then compacted
by hand or machine. In tight flask operations, the flask remains with
the mold during the mold handling, pouring and mold cooling periods.
In flaskless molding, specially designed flasks called slip, pop, or
snap flasks are removed and the sand mold is transferred to the pouring
area on a bottom board. While the flaskless method reduces the inven-
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tory of flasks, jackets are required to support the mold during the pour-
ing operation. Figure 8 illustrates a tight flask molding operation.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate an automated flaskless molding operation.
Core Making
Cores, which are supported at only one or a few locations in the
mold, require greater strength than the mold itself. The traditional
method of making cores consists of ramming a mixture of sand and linseed
oil in a core box, and baking the core in an oven for several hours.
The core pieces are then pasted together to form the complete core as-
sembly. Often reinforcing wires are needed to keep the core from break-
ing during core placement and the pouring operations.
The chemically bonded sand techniques have gained wider acceptance
in coremaking. Increased strength, and no baking or pasting require-
ments have contributed to the rapidly increasing use of these methods.
Sand Handling: Reclamation, Preparation, and Distribution
As mentioned above, sand represents the most significant materials
flow in a foundry. The types and grain sizes of the molding sands dir-
ectly influence the quality and surface finish of the cast product.
The techniques by which the sand is handled in a foundry directly in-
fluence the molding, and mold handling systems and the general plant lay-
out.
The two types of sand used in green sand molding are naturally
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Figure 8: Tight Flask Molding Operation (Courtesy of BMM, Inc.)
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bonded sands and "synthetic" sands in which silica sands and clay(ben-
tonite) are mechanically mixed together in the foundry to produce a form-
able green sand. Availability limits the usage of naturally bonded sands,
and the U.S. foundry industry depends overwhelmingly on synthetic sands.
To the basic sand, clay, and water mixture, additives are often
mixed to produce desirable properties. Seacoal and pitch are commonly
used to improve the surface finish of grey iron castings, and silica
flour is used to improve the hot strength. "Early foundry practices
involved the addition of manure, straw and beer!"(_5) to provide desired
molding qualities.
Sand qualities of interest in casting are:
1. Flowability during molding
2. Green strength(as molded)
3. Dry strength(when the molten metal is flowing)
4. Hot strength(as the liquid cools)
5. Permeability(ability to release gases)
6. Thermal stability(dimensional stability when heated)
7. Refractoriness(resistence to melting, sticking, or softening
during pouring)
The sand handling cycle begins when the casting is removed from
the cooled mold. Before the sand can be used to make another mold, any
iron .scrap must be removed, and lumps of molding or core sand crushed.
The green strength must be restored by mixing water(and additives if
needed) with the sand. The prepared sand must then be distributed to
the molding stations. Figure 11 illustrates three levels of mechani-
zat n in sand processing equipment.
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Mill
Bucket Elevator Rotary Screen
Sand MilllIH I--G-Sand
Conveyor San
'L7 Belt ConveyorRejected Coarser Sand
New Sand Adding
(b)
Rotary Screen
Figure 11: Three Types of Sand Conditioning Plants(1)
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All these operations may be performed by hand, batch or continuous
sand handling equipment. The iron scrap is removed by screening or mag-
netic separating conveyors. Rotary screens can be used to remove any
r lumps, though often these are not necessary. The key to the sand pro-
cessing is the mixing or "mulling" of the sand, water, and any additives
to restore the green strength to the sand. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate
alternative methods of mulling.
Melting Section
The selection of the furnace is largely dependent on the raw mat-
erials and power available, the volume of production, and any environ-
mental requirements. The cupola is the traditional furnace design for
foundries. The cupola is simple, straightforward, and relatively simple
to operate. Basically, it is a tall, vertical cylinder lined with refrac-
tory materials. It is charged alternately with coke, limestone(to aid
slag formation), and pig and scrap iron. A typical charging arrangement
and general geometry of the cupola are presented in figure 14.
The major problem with cupola melting is the large amount of parti-
culate and chemical pollutants released to the atmosphere. To help con-
trol these, air pollution equipment, usually more expensive than the
cupola, is being required in the U.S. and elsewhere. To eliminate the
environmental and fuel handling costs, and to improve the quality con-
trol of the melt, induction and electric arc furnaces have become popular
in foundries. Induction furnaces have lower melting rates than electric
arc furnaces, but are virually polution free. Depending on the operation
and raw materials, electric furnaces may or may not require air pollu-
wMt
(a) Simpson Mix-Muller
(a) Simpson Mix-Muller
Rt
Plow blade port(I of 3) (lof3)
ýb) Conventional Speed Miller
(b) Conventional Speed Muller
Figure 13 : A Traditional Method of Sand Mulling
Figure 12: Modern Mulling Machines
Cupola - Coreless
Water-cooled, induction Are
Characteristic Conventional hot-blast furnace furnace
Type of operation ................ Continuous Continuous Cont. or batch Batch
Shape ........................ Cylinder Cylinder Cup Saucer
Source of energy .................. Coke Coke and gas Electricity Electricity
Meltdown efficiency .............. 60 to 70% 50 to 60% 70% 80%
Superheat efficiency ............... 5 % 5 % 70% 20 to 30 %
Refractories ..................... Acid Carbon or base Acid Acid or base
Slag chemistry ................... Acid Acid or ase Acid Acid or base
Control of composition ............ Fair Fair Excellent Excellent
Control of temperature ............ Fair Good Excellent Excellent
Capital cost, installed, $/ton/hr $10-20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $60,000
Table 2: Comparison of Melting Equipment For A Grey Iron Foundry(l)
Figure 14: Charging Arrangement For A Cupola - Skip Charger 1,
Weigh Lorry 2, Holding Ladle 3.(14)
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tion equipment. A comparison of the characteristics of cupola and elec-
tric melting is presented in Table 2.
Cleanout, Casting Cleaning and Inspection
After the mold has cooled, the casting must be removed, excess metal
and coring removed from the casting, and the casting cleaned and inspected.
Hand, mechanized, and automated methods are available. A typical mech-
anized system performs the following operations:
1. The casting is removed from the flask at a "punchout" station
on the mold handling conveyor.
2. The castings pass over a vibrating grate to remove mold
and core sand.
3. Gates, risers, and flashing are removed by flame cutting,
metal saws or grinders.
4. The casting is sand or shot blasted to clean its surface.
5. The part is inspected and prepared for shipment.
Scrap rates vary between 5 and 10% with well controlled, high qual-
ity foundries somewhat lower, and less controlled, lower grade iron pro-
ducing levels somewhat higher. Finished parts represent roughly 50%
of the metal charged at the furnace, scrap and rejects account for the
rest.
Technological Progress in Green Sand Molding
The demand for cast products is intimitely linked to industrial
growth. The ability to produce large intricate, medium strength shapes
with good machining and wear properties at costs much lower than forged
or machined from stock parts insures the future of iron castings. The
major failing of grey iron, its susceptibility to fracture has been par-
tially overcome by the malleable and nodular grades, and increased qual-
ity control in grey iron. In weight sensitive areas, light alloy cast-
ings and plastic have provided recent competition, but cast iron is still
dominant in the production of machine bases and frames, housings. pipe,
fittings, etc..
While the basic operations of green sand molding have remained un-
changed during the last several decades, the increased use of molding
machinery, materuals handling equipment and industrial engineering have
significantly altered the organization, investment, and labor skill re-
quirements. In early U.S. iron foundries, simple bench and floor mold-
ing methods were used, The molds were poured and broken out on the floor.
Sand was prepared on the floor, shoveled and transported back to the
molding stations.
The major stimulus for technical change has been from:
1. Increased demand for castings
2. High cost and scarcity of skilled labor
3. Improved casting qualities
4. Increased cost of raw materials
Traditionally, metal was poured once a day. With mechanized mold
and sand handling, all reusable materials can be recycled every half
hour!
Mold making
The most significant innovation in molding in the last thirty years
has been the Matchplate process. Inexpensive pattern design and high
production rates for small and medium sized castings have resulted in
widespread use of the Matchplate process in both production and jobbing
foundries. Automatic cycle control of cope and drag lines has been ap-
plied to the larger flask sizes to provide mechanized molding and hand-
ling of heavy molds. Automatic cycling is efficient for even small pro-
duction levels, but is not widely used in jobbing foundries.
Automated Matchplate and other flaskless molding methods have been
developed to satisfy the demand for high quantities of small and medium
sizes in the automotive, plumbing supply and heavy equipment industries.
Large scale, fully automated tight flask molding lines have been dev-
eloped for larger flask sizes over the last twenty five years. With
investments of several million dollars, requiring 10 or more tons of
metal and 100 or more tons of sand per hour, the actual moldmaking oper-
ation becomes a small part of the automated materials processing system.
Production foundries invariably have some methods for mechanically
handling the molds(compare the molding conveyor systems illustrated in
Figures_ 1 and 2). Mold handling systems have evolved over the last
several decades from hand placement of the molds on the floor of the shop
for pouring, to sections of roller conveyor connecting the molding sta-
tion/l with a pouring area, to most recently powered pallet c6nveyor loops
that bring the molds to the pouring station and return the empty flasks
to the molding machines. Jobbing foundries currently operate with any
and all of these handling systems.
To handle the higher volumes of sand needed and to increase control
over its properties, "synthetic" sands and mechanical mulling have been
adopted. Magnetic separation has replaced screen separation in larger
shops, and front loaders and conveyors have replaced the wheelbarrow
for sand delivery in all but the most primitive shops. Overhead sand de-
livery is now widely used, primarily for the increase in productivity
it provides for the moldmaking activity.
Melting Operations
The major change in the melting activity has been the reduction
in the movement of the molten metal. The need to bring molten metal to
the molds is gradually being eliminated by mechanized mold handling.
This improves quality by more accurately controlling the pouring temper-
ature, eliminates auxiliary pouring equipment, and reduces the pouring
manpower required. Required air pollution equipment has generated a
significant cost increase in operation of a cupola and it is unlikely
that new cupolas will be installed in the U.S.
Qualit., Control
Improvements in process and quality control have been essential to
the increase in automated foundry operation. Measuring green sand by
feel and the molten iron by eye are no longer satisfactory. Closer tol-
eranies on the sand properties are necessary for the automated high
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pressure molding systems. Sand quality, grain size and strength are mea-
sured both in the process equipment and in the quality control laboratory.
Spectrographic analysis of the melt is common in production and jobbing
foundries alike, and pyrometers are used regularly to measure the metal
temperature. Improvements in quality control have reduced scrap and re-
turns, increased equipment productivity and improved the casting quality.
It is an essential part of any foundry mechanization program.
Production shops have led the way in automation. Jobbing shops,
needing more flexibility with shorter runs and a wider variety of pattern
requirements have been slower to mechanize. Many(in the New England
area) have no mechanical mold handling, and sand remains on the floor
except when it is shovelled into the molds.
Identification of Areas Where Technical Choice is Greatest
In designing foundries for LDC's, it is important to identify foundry
activities which could be modified from current design practice to better
suit the labor, capital, and materials resources of the area. This re-
quires an understanding of the alternate techniques available(or possible)
which accomplish the same tasks with a different mix of economic resources.
These alternatives are based on:
1. Existing competitive methods
2. Methods that are competitive at different production levels
3. Methods suitable with acceptable changes in the product spec-
ification
4. Historical methods no longer employed
5. Innovative methods specially designed to make use of the local
resources most efficiently - "intermediate technologies"
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From these alternatives, methods are selected to produce castings
at the lowest real cost. For a private enterprise, the real cost might
be based on local wages, import tariffs, etc., while a regional or nation-
al planning organization would consider "shadow prices" and national
development goals in determining costs. As a cautionary note, only ideally
do strictly comparable alternatives exist. Real methods invariably
alter or bias the production activity, making it more attractive for
one set of requirements and less for another. Our objective here is to
identify areas in which a quantitative analysis of substitution possibil-
ities is feasible.
The principal foundry activities can be classified by the type of
operations required.
Materials Processing Activities Materials Handling Activities
Molding Furnace Charging
Pouring Metal Handling
Sand Preparation Mold Handling
Melting Mold Cleanout
Substitution possibilities are easier to compare in handling act-
ivities since they do not influence the nature of the product to nearly
the degree that the processing activities do. Unfortunately, they are
also more sensitive to the design and layout of the individual foundry.
In most of the required activities of a foundry, there are limited
opportunities for capital - labor substitution. Patterns require a great
deal of handwork, the costs are sensitive to part complexity and pattern
materials; they require a high level of skill, and there are few altern-
ative methods. The actual techniques used to make patterns are machine
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shop activities. It is not unusual, and typical of small job shops,
to have no pattern making facilities at all.
The melting operation also has limited alternatives since the demand
for metal is determined by the mold production and the mold handling
systems. The alternate methods of melting are limited to cupola or elec-
tric furnaces in foundries of commercial size. With either design, there
is little opportunityfor labor substitution. The cupola does require
charging with pig iron and scrap, coke, and limestone, and this operation
can be performed by hand, wheelbarrow, bucket loaders or automatic con-
veyor. The impact on foundry employment however is small.
The molten metal handling system does have some basic alternatives.
In the simplest, least mechanized foundry design, the molten metal is
transported to the molds by ladles suspended from the ceiling or carried
by hand. In automated foundries, a mold handling conveyor brings the
molds to the melting system. The alternatives again, are largely deter-
mined by the molding and mold handling systems.
Casting cleaning and finishing activities can be performed by mech-
anized systems or labor intensive methods(though cleaning operations
are rarely performed solely by hand). Grinding and cutting of gates,
risers, and flashing, sand or shot blasting, finish machining, painting,
etc. all require investment in equipment. The types of operations and
the effort required are determined by the product specification, pattern
design, and molding method While the options are less restricted than
with the pattern or melting activities, the problem of identifying and
comparing equivalent alternatives is greater.
Sand Handling
All the sand handling operations:
1. Mold Cleanout
2. Tramp Metal Separation
3. Mulling and Aeration
4. Distribution of Sand to Molding Stations
can be performed by hand, simple machinery or fully automated systems.
There are virually as many alternate methods as there are foundries.
To demonstrate the range of alternatives, Table 3 presents three altern-
atives for these operations, employing hand, "mechanized", and automated
methods.
While a wide range of sand handling methods can be designed, a quant-
itative model of sand handling would encounter several difficulties.
The plant layout, the floor space available and the location and access-
ibility of the molding equipment will greatly influence the times required
to perform these operations. Also the flexibility of the sand handling
system is greatly reduced with increasing automation. The requirements
of mulling and aeration are dependent on the cycle time of the sand, amount
of drying during the mold cooling period, and characteristics of the
locally available sands. These limitations do not imply that a quanti-
tative model for materials handling alternatives could not be constructed.
On the contrary, there is every reason to expect that a realistic and
informative analysis can be made. The problem is that any model of sand
handling would be more characteristic of granular materials handling
in general than of a specific foundry process that is the present re-
search objective.
MECHANIZED
Sand Cycle
Time
Tramp Metal
Separation
Mulling &
Aeration
once/day
1/4" mesh screen
and shovel
watered, mixed
and riddled on
floor
once/day
magnetic
30 minutes
magnetic
continuous
muller
batch
muller
Distribution
of Green Sand
shovel &
wheelbarrow
Front loader
transports to
molding station
overhead sand -
conveyor and
chutes
Table 3: Hand, Mechanized, and Automated Sand Handling Alternatives
HAND .AUTOMATED
Mold Making
Mold making represents an activity in which a wide range of labor
substitution possibilities exist. In small job shops, over 50% of the
labor force is involved with the molding activity, while in an automated
shop, no molders exist, per se. As a material processing activity, it
is less related to problems in plant layout. It is somewhat easier to
isolate from the other foundry activities. As data on equipment costs,
manpower requirements and productivities proved to be available at min-
imal cost, moldmaking was selected as the topic of a quantitative eval-
uation of the substitution possibilities in foundry activities.
* Coremaking
The traditional oil sand method of core making has many of the same
operations required in moldmaking and the opportunities for K/L substi-
tution should be comparable. However, recently developed methods including
shell coring, the C02 Process, resin binders, etc. are being widely used
in U.S. foundries. Increased materials and equipment costs have been
offset by reduced skill and handling requirements and the elimination
of baking ovens. For large cores, resin binders reduce the danger of
breaking the core during handling or core placement in the mold. These
advantages are difficult to analyze quantitatively, however, and depend
on the'1 availability and cost of the resin/sand mixtures, and the size
and complexity of the part. For these reasons, it was decided to exclude
the core making activity from the equipment selection model.
1,,
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A Quantitative Model For Evaluating Alternative Molding Methods
The objective of the Equipment Selection Model is to determine what
types of foundry equipment are most suited to the economic conditions
of developing countries. The model is restricted to the mold making
activity as this represents a major source of employment, it is
relatively independent from the other foundry activities and plant
layout, and a wide range of alternatives are available.
The model requires the following:
1. An understanding of the mold making operations and development
of a set of alternate production methods to perform them.
2. Identification of the major costs associated with mold making.
3. Development of a data base for the costs associated with
each alternative production method.
4. An analytic method for optimizing the selection of molding
equipment under the range of economic conditions existing
in LDC's.
Underlying the classification and evaluation of this set of altern-
atives are a number of assumptions, some fundamental to process and act-
ivity analysis, and some unique to foundry operation. A discussion of
the most important assumptions is included at each phase of the model
construction.
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Selection of the Alternate Production Methods
The following is an outline of the operations required to make a
green sand mold.
Mold Making Operations
1. Pattern and flask placement
2. Cope ramming and pattern draw
3. Drag ramming and pattern draw
4. Drag rollover
5. Core placement
6. Mold closing
7. Mold removal
These operations can be performed by hand, manually or automatically
controlled machines. Simple machines usually replace hand ramming or
pattern drawing as these represent physically arduous, and time consuming
skilled work respectively. Manual operations on typical automatic cycle
machines are limited to flask placement and mold removal. Automated
molding methods require operators only for maintenance, inspection and
pattern changes.
Based on current practice in foundries and new equipment avail-
able, the alternative production methods can be classified as follows
(roughly according to increasing capital investment):
Hand methods(Bench or Floor molding)
Simple machine molding(Jolt or Jolt/Squeeze machines)
Operator controlled Cope and Drag lines
Slinger Operations
Automatic cycle Cope and Drag lines
Automated flaskless molding
Automated tight flask production molding
The first four categories represent the range of equipment found
in jobbing foundries. The last four are methods usually restricted to
longer runs in production foundries. In each of these categories, one
or more alternative production methods are required to handle the range
of mold sizes that reflects the bulk of the demand for cast products
(mold sizes from 12x12x4/4 to 36x48x16/16 have been selected as limits
for this model). For hand and simple machines, a wide range of altern-
atives exist and a few representative sizes are selected. The choice
in automated processes is more restricted and dependent on the designed-
in geometries of the molding machines. Table 4 presents the specifi-
cations for the alternate production methods selected for evaluation
in this model.
In constructing a set of "equivalent" alternatives, a number of
assumptions on the influence of mold making on the rest-of the foundry
activities, and on the casting produced are necessary.
The fundamental assumption inherent in this method of analysis is
that product qualities are independent of the production technique.
In mold making, more automated techniques are capable of producing cast-
ings with closer tolerances, improved surface finish, smaller scrap levels,
and a reduction in the machining required. Ignoring these product dif-
ferences is in part justified by the fact that the bulk of castings
needed in LDC's do not require these precise tolerances. Ignoring
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTION METHODS
METHOD FATTERN FLASK
NO NAME TYPE TYPE
01
02
03
04
S5
06
07
08
69
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
EENCH
BENCH
FLOOR
BENCH
BENCH
FLCOR
JOLT
JCLT
JCLT
J/S
J/S
J/S
J/S
C/C
C/D
C/C
C/C
SA C/O
SA C/o
SA C/D
SL ING
SLING
C/D
C/D
C/ C
C/D
C/D
C/cC/D
C/DC/D
M/P
P/P
M/P
M/P
C/D
C/D
C/C
C/D
C/D
C/D
C/D
C/D
C/D
SF
SF
TF
SF
SF
TF
TF
TF
TF
SF
SF
SF
SF
TF
TF
TF
TF
TF
TF
TF
TF
TF
MAX.
MCLD
SIZE
16X 16X06
24X24XC8
36X48X16
16X16X06
24X24XQ8
36X48X16
12X12X10
24X31X16
36X48X20
16X 2 X 8
20X25X10
24X3 CX1 I
20X36X13
18X26XO9
22X32X09
36X48X16
40X30X12
26X 16X) 9
36X18X12
47X27X13
36X~4X2J
36X54X20
SANC PAT
FILL RAM
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
CHEAD
OIEAD
CHEAD
SLING
SL ING
H
H
H
PNEU
PNEL
PNEU
PNEU
PNEU
PN EU
J/S
J/S
J/S
J/S
PNEU
FNEU
FNEU
PNEU
A
A
A
A
A
PAT
DRAW
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
A
A
A
H
R/D
MOLD
REMOVAL
H
H
CRANE
H
H
CRANE
H
H
CRANE
H
H
CRANE
CRAANE
H
CRANE
CRANE
CRANE
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CRANE
CRANE
POURING
LOCAT ION
FLOOR
FLOCR
FLOOR
FLOOR
FLOCR
FLOOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CCNVEYOR
CCNVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CC NVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CONVEYOR
CCNVEYOR
CCNVEYOR
CONVEYOR
FLOOR
FLOOR
TABLE _4_: DESCRIPTION OF
OF ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTION METHCDS(CONT)
MET-OD PATTERN
NC NAAE TYPE
FLASK
TYPE
MAX.
MOLD
SIZE
SAND PAT
FILL RAM
PAT
DRAW
MOLC POURING
REMOVAL LOCATION
14X 19X07
20X24X08
24X30X12
19X24X08
24X30X12
24X32X12
40X48X16
TAELE _4 :
CHEAD
OHEAD
CHEAD
OHEAD
O-EAC
CHEAD
OHEAD
LEGEND
FURNACE
FURNACE
FURNACE
FURNACE
FURNACE
FURNACE
FURNACE u,
C
H = HAND
SA = SEMI-AUTOMATIC (OPERATOR STARTS EACH CYCLE)
A = AUTCMATED
SF = SNAP FLASK
TF = TIGHT FLASK
NF = FLASKLESS
PNEU = HAND FPNEUMATIC RAMMERS
C/D = COPE AND DRAG (2 MOLDING MACHINES ARE USED)
J/S = JOLT/SCUEEZE MACHINE (WHICH USES MATCHPLATE PATTERNS)
R/D = ROLLOER/DRAW MACHINE
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
A M/P
tA t/P
A M/P
A NF
A NF
A TF
A TF
A M/P
A M/P
A M/P
A NF
A NF
A TF
A TF
NF
NF
NF
NF
NF
TF
TF
TABLE __4_: DESCRIPTICN
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scrap and machining differences introduces a small bias in favor of hand
and simple machine nethods. This is more than compensated for by the
tighter requirements on the quality on the molding sands that exist for
automated methods. Core requirements have been ignored to avoid another
set of variables in the model whose alternatives are much less "equiva-
lent" than molding methods, and whose availability in LDCs is much less
certain.
In summary, a set of alternatives for producing green sand molds
has been assembled which reflects a wide variety of capital and labor
inputs. They can be considered equivalent alternatives with regard to
product specification with only slight reservation. To insure their equi-
valence, costs associated with each method must be collected.
Major Sources of Costs Associated With Moldmaking
The major influences on the cost of a molding system are the cap-
ital cost of the equipment, the direct labor involved, pattern costs,
maintenance requirements, and the cost of the energy consumed. A dis-
cussion of the major contrbutors to these costs, the major assumptions
made, and the summaries of the costs are presented here. A description
of the sources and methods for estimating costs is presented in Appendix C.
Capital Costs
The capital costs associated with each of the alternative production
methods includes the cost of the molding machine, hand or power tools,
mold conveyors, cranes, flasks, jackets and weights needed to produce
a poured mold. The cost of the molding machine itself is typically 50%
of the cost of the complete molding system. Conveyors are included to
deliver the molds to the pouring station(the hand methods #1 to #6 as-
sume the molds are poured on the floor and do not include conveyor costs)
. Flasks, jackets and weights are included since flaskless and tight
flask methods are being compared. The cost of sand has not been included
as the sand distribution system has been assumed equivalent for all sys-
tems(This assumption is examined in detail in Appendix D ).
'Direct Labor Costs
The direct labor required for each method includes the molder(or
machine operator), any helpers, and the pouring crew. The pouring labor
required for each hand and simple machine method is based on standard
estimates of the productivity of a pouring crew operating in a job shop
where molds are poured on the floor. For automatic molding methods,
a full time pouring crew(usually one man) is employed.
Pattern Design and Cost
A significant influence on the selection of equipment is the cost
of making and rigging the required patterns. These costs vary greatly
with the quantity and complexity of the castings, the type of molding
system employed, and the pattern materials.
For short production runs(under 200 to 500), a myriad of pattern
designs and riggings are commonly used, and it is impossible to stand-
ardize the pattern costs independent of the casting design. For longer
running jobs(greater than 500-1000), the choice of designs is more re-
stricted. Epoxy, aluminum. and steel are the three principle choices
though wood is still used for larger molds. The pattern costs are less
dependent on the casting complexity and more related to the mold size.
Based on estimates of the range of pattern costs for each of the altern-
ate pattern designs, Figure 15 presents the standard pattern costs as
a function of the mold area for each of the alternate pattern designs.
Equipment Repair and Energy Costs
Periodic maintenance and overhaul of the molding equipment requires
the replace ment of parts. This costs is insignificant for hand and
simple machind molding methods, but can become a significant cost for
automatic machinery. Energy consumption(compressed air and electricity)
are available for most of the equipment in the model. Engineering es-
timates are made for the methods in which this information is not avail-
able(see Appendix s).
Additional Assumptions on Equipment Costs
1. Equipment lifetimes which are typically long have been stand-
ardized to 25 years. Many automatic systems have not been in operation
that long, and this estimate may be optimistic. Discounting equipment
costs minimizes the influence on non-uniform lifetimes.
2. Overhead and fixed plant costs are not considered. Automated
molding methods better utilize the floor space available in a foundry
but also require additional plant improvements and services.
3. Labor wage differentials for the various foundry skill levels
are based on U.S.(New England) wage scales. Allowances for scarcity
Hand Methods
Matchplate
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Automated M/P
Automated C/D
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of skilled labor in LDC's can be included in the model, but data is not
available.
•Analytic Methods For Equipment Selection
If the alternate molding methods produced a single, identifiable
product, the equipment selection could be performed by a straightforward
analysis, based on a series of unit cost curves for a variety of econ-
omic conditions. However, since molding equipment suitable for the small
markets of LDC's must be flexible enough to produce a variety of mold
sizes, a more sophisticated optimization method is necessary. Mathema-
tical programming procedures have the capability to handle multiplevar-
iable, constrained optimization problems and are commonly employed in
activity analysis(36,37,40) and capital budgeting problems(29). For
these reasons, a linear programming model has been selected to perform
the equipment selection by minimizing the present discounted value of
all costs associated with the purchase and operation of the equipment(A
description of the programming system is presented in Appendix_C ).
Since the quantities of equipment purchased are small, and the cost
per unit of equipment is a significant fraction of the total cost, a mix-
ed integer programming model with integer values for the equipment pur-
chased is required. The objective function is the sum of the capital
costs and the present discounted value of the production costs associated
with each method. The decision(structural) variables are the units of
each method selected, and the quantity cf molds produced by each method.
The constraints on the objective function are based on the yearly
demand for a set of specified mold sizes, a time constraint based on one
or two shift operation over the year, a non-negative requirement on the
molds produced by each method, and the integer constraint on the equip-
ment selected. The yearly demands are based on estimates of the types
and quantities of castings needed in LDC's. The effects of varying the
wage and interest rate, and thenumber of operating shifts is investiga-
ted by succesive optimizations. Figure'16 presents the mathematical
description of the programming model.
Equipment Selection Simulations
To investigate the selection of molding equipment, a series of simul-
ations were performed. The simulations evaluate the "least cost" com-
bination of molding methods to satisfy a yearly demand for a range of
casting sizes. The casting demand is selected to represent the quantities
and types of castings that are reasonable for an LDC. The parameters
that are varied during the simulations are the wage rate, interest rate,
and the number of shifts worked per day.
Problem No. 1: Small Production Foundry(10,000 tons/yr)
Information for individual foundries and national production of cast
produc's has been obtained for several LDC's. The demands vary greatly
and depend primarily on the local demand for industrial goods. For example,
10,000 tons/year capacity represents 20% of the total demand in Colum-
bia(l974) and only 20% of theincrease in demand in the Greater Sao Paulo
dis ict of Brazil (ABIFA). This simulaton represents a foundry
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION:
L
Fi *X i +I: t E + Mi + Hi,j + wak i,k i,j *Yi,
k
CONSTRAINTS:
Damand: Yij Q
Time: Pi ,j*Yij C
,.
Yi,j 0
Xi Integer
LIST OF SYMBOLS:
F = Capital Cost for Method i
X = Decision Variable - No. of Units of Method i
L = Equipment Lifetime = 25 years
R = Discount Rate
E = Hourly Energy Cost
M = Hourly Maintenance Cost
H = Hourly Pattern Cost
w = Base Wage Rate
a = Ratio of Skill Level k Wage to Base Wage
n = No. of Worker Hours per Production Hour
p = Productivity(Castingsiper Hour)
i = Index for the Alternate Production Methods
j = Index for the Mold Sizes Required
k = Index for the Skill Levels
t = Index for Time
Figure 16 : Mixed Integer Programming Model
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small enough to be widely applicable and still handle medium and long
run jobs. Table E-lpresents the quantity, mold sizes, and number of yearly
jobs required. Table 5 presents the range of parameters used.
Table 5: Range of Parameters for Small Production Foundry Simulation
Base Wage($/hr): 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 2.00, 4.00, 7.50
Interest Rate: 0.10, 0.20, 0.30
No. of Shifts: 1, 2
Results
The capital investment and labor(standard man hours/year) of the
optimal equipment selected are presented in Figures 17, and 18. The
labor requirement is based on the required production hours per year,
and does not include labor for slack production time. All hours of skill-
ed time are converted into standard hours by multiplying by the ratio
of the skill level wage to the base wage. A listing of the specific
methods, the number of units selected and the number of molds produced
is presented in Table E-2.
SProblem No.2: Large Production Foundry(50,000 tons/year)
A second simulation was performed for a different level of production.
It was constructed to investigate the influence of longer and shorter
production runs than the runs in the first simulation.
The determination of the number of jobs(and therefore patterns)
required are based on the 80% - 20% rule, which specifies that 80% of
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the production is produced by 20% of the jobs. For each of the three
mold sizes(the large 36x48 molds are not included in this model), two
separate sets of jobs are required:
1. Long Run Jobs with runs twice as long as the first simulation, and
2. Short Run Jobs with runs one tenth as long as the first simulation.
Table E-lpresents a listing of the job specifications. The range of
parameters investigated is the same as in the small production foundry
simulation.
Results
The capital investment and labor requirements are presented in Fig-
ures 19 and 20. The listing of the specific methods, the number of units
selected and the number of molds produced is presented in Table E-2.
Discussion of the Simulation Results
Small Production Foundry
The production function description of the molding activity suggests
limited substitution possibilities exist until the base wage level drops
below $.50/hour. As a point of comparison, a foundry worker in India
receives $.20 - $.25/hour, in Columbia $1.00/hour, and in Spain $2.00.
The use of hand molding methods for production runs is suggested only
at wage levels approaching zero.
The types of equipment suggested as a function of wage rate are:
Wage = $0.00: Hand and Simple Jolt Molding
= $2.00: Jolt and Jolt/Squeeze(Matchplate) Molding
30000
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Figure 19: K/L Ratios, Large Production Foundry
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Wage a $2.00: Automated Matchplate and Jolt/Squeeze for small parts;
Cope & Drag Molding for large(36x48) molds
Wage -$4.00: Automated equipment
The parametric variations of the wage and interest rates, and the number
of shifts yielded the following results:
1. The number of operating shifts(one or two) affects the quantity of
equipment purchased, but not the type.
2. The interest rate variations produced only slight influence on the
type of equipment. At higher interest rates, automated equipment
is selected at slightly higher wage levels.
Large Production Foundry
The substitution possibilities in the second simulation correlated
well with the first. The production function also suggests that returns
to scale are nearly constant over the range of outputs studied. This
is reasonable considering only production equipment has been considered.
Approximately five times the capital and labor requirements are needed
to produce five times the output.
The breakdown into long and short production runs attempts to study
the influence of pattern cost and job quantity on the choice of equip-
ment. This simulation suggests that equipment selection for long run
jobs is more sensitive to changes in the wage rate than short run jobs.
As an example, the following equipment selections are made for the 18x18
mold size.
lage Short Run Jobs Long Run Jobs
0.DO Jolt/Squeeze Hand Methods
0.50 Jolt/Squeeze Jolt/Squeeze
2.00 Automated Matchplate High Production
Automated Molding
(Disamatic)
4.00 Automated Matchplate same as above
The other mold sizes demonstrated similar behavior. Over the range of
wage rates, the capital investment required for the short run jobs(per
machine) varies by less than one order of magnitude; for long run jobs,
it varies by more than two! The anomoly of short run jobs at low wage
levels being produced by machine methods should be investigated further
before any conclusions can be drawn. It suggests that the increased
equipment costs are compensated by the increased productivities(and there-
by requiring fewer units of equipment, and patterns).
Sources of Error
Two major sources of error in the data should be discussed: the var-
iability in the productivity estimates and the standardization of the
pattern costs.
Productivity Estimates
Estimates of productivities for the alternative production methods
were obtained from foundry engineers and equipment manufacturers. The
estimates varied significantly, reflecting different operating environ-
ments, and implicit assumptions about casting complexity, coring require-
mentj etc.. The variation was greatest for hand techniques, "up to a fac-
tor of five for some methods. Despite attempts to select average est-
imates, this variation will limit the precision of the model.
Pattern Costs
The standardization of pattern costs was necessary for the process
analysis. The most important requirement of the standards is that they
be properly weighted to reflect the difference in pattern costs between
the alternative methods. Errors in the absolute level are not critical
to the selection of the optimal methods. The standards can be verified
by collecting the pattern costs of a series of castings of similar geo-
metry. The cost to make the pattern of each design by the alternative
pattern methods can be compared to the standards that have been construct-
ed. As constructed, the standards represent the best available estimate
but the precision is unknown. The standards do permit the possibility
of investigating the influence of part complexity on the equipment sel-
ection. By varying the coefficients of the standards uniformly, they
can represent simple or more complex "standard" designs. None of these
simulations were performed in the present study.
Other Sources of Error
The data for this study was collected primarily from local New England
foundries. They do not represent the most automated methods available
and the data on automated systems is less than satisfactory. A study
of the large scale production foundries in the midwestern U.S. might
present quite a different picture of foundry operations, and alternatives
avai able. One advantage though, of the data collected from jobbing shops
is that a wider range of methods and skill levels are still used and know-
ledge of old techniques is still available.
ConcluSionS and Recommendations
Simulation Model
A simulation model can provide valuable assistence in evaluating tech-
nologies for developing countries or more general investigations of tech-
nical choice. The major advantage of a simulation model lies in its abil-
ity to extrapolate from economic conditions and opportunities in the devel-
oped environment to the wide variety of conditions found in LDC's. The
influence of a particular set of assumptions or alternative hypotheses
can be quickly evaluated.
Added capabilities of the linear programming approach include the
investigation of time varying demands, productivities, and maintenance
costs. Plant expansion decisions can be determined from the present mach-
ine mix, output, and projected demands.
The study of foundry equipment has been limited by the data collected
and the need to standardize some of the significant contributors to cost.
Two opportunities exist for obtaining an improved picture of technical
choice in foundries.
Foindry design and consulting organizations have files available
on the production rates, costs, and manpower requirements. Larger organ-
izations have information available that dates back several decades and
mighý provide valuable insight into technological change. This informa-
tio is available at reasonable cost and should be investigated in
any further work.
A second alternative is a foundry product analysis. Much of the
uncertainty about productivities and pattern costs can be eliminated
by selecting a number of representative casting designs and construct-
ing cost analyses of the alternate methods to make them. The chief ad-
vantage of a product analysis lies in the better format it provides to
collect data from foundry operators. Giving "typical" numbers is not
something they like to do! The increased precision of such a study in-
evitably limited the generality of the work unless a truly representative
class of products is selected. That may require a considerable expansion
in the scope of the project.
Implications for Foundry Design in LDC's.
It was pointed out repeatedly during the data gathering that equip-
ment replacement and trends in mechanization are not motivated by tech-
nological efficiency alone. Labor scarcity, and particularly the skills
required in jobbing foundries are often cited as the primary motives
in new equipment selection. It is hot, heavy, noisy, dirty work and
conditions in LDC's are no better.
Among the alternatives available to LDC's, the Matchplate molding
process is most attractive to their needs, and appeared frequently in
the ec(lipment selections at low wage levels. Simple machinery, moderate
skill levels, and high quality molds are the principal advantages. Pattern
cost is relatively low, and the new epoxy pattern technology is well
suited to the process. Epoxy patterns can be manufactured with simple
techniques, require moderate skills and little machining. It represents
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one new technology that can provide substantial benefit to foundries
in LDC's.
Melting facilities must rely on locally available power. Cupola
melting will only be feasible if local pollution requirements are less
stringent than current U.S. standards. From a technological point of
view, it is the logical starting point for a LDC; it is simple to oper-
ate and control, and does not require the large capital investment needed
for electricity distribution, transformers, and the electric furnaces
themselves.
The materials handling requirements have several possibilities for
labor substitution that have not been investigated here. The movement
of sand and discrete parts represent a general class of manufacturing
activities in which labor substitution possibilities are great. It is
conceivable that the substitution possibilities in several industries
could be determined from one study. Studies of materials handling in
civil engineering projects( 28) can provide valuable information for
such a study. Combined with an industrial engineering analysis of the
specific materials handling problems in a manufacturing environment,
a valuable contribution to the study of technical choice and to the de-
velopment of "appropriate" technologies can be made.
I.O
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Appendix A : Foundry Data Sources
A.1. Foundry Interviews
The following foundries were visited during the research program. Foundry
managers and engineers were interviewed on general problems of foundry
design and for specific data for the Equipment Selection Model.
U.S.M. Foundry
Beverly, Mass
Mr. Frank Hoffman
Wollaston Alloys
Braintree, Mass
Mr. Frank Tibbets
LeBaron Foundry
Brockton, Mass
Mr. F. E. LeBaron
Mr. Thomas Gasse
Bridgewater Foundry
E. Bridgewater, Mass
Mr. George Machado
Draper Division, Rockwell International
Hopedale, Mass
Mr. Charles Talbot
Mr. Leonard Boyd
W4hitman Foundry
Whitman, Mass
Mr. Armor
Belcher Malleable Iron Foundry
Easton, Mass
Mr. Burgess
Standard Foundry
Worcester, Mass
Mr. Al Indge
(Telephone Inverview)
Meade Foundry
Bedford, Mass
Mr. David meade
A.2. Foundry Consulting Firms
The following foundry consulting firms were contacted during the
course of the investigation.
Lester B. Knight & Associates
Chicago, Ill
Giffels Associates
Detroit, Micg
Swindel l-Dressler Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa
Westover Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisc
The Austin Co.
Metals and Mining Division
Cleveland, Ohio
Meehanite Worldwide
Division of Meehanite Metal Corp.
White Plains, New York
Klein-Farris, Inc.
Boston, Mass
Ralph Benci
Roslindale, Mass
Herbert Cragin, Jr.
Greeneville, Tenn
A.3 Foundry Equipment Manufacturers
The following manufacturers provided information on their products.
Baker Perkins, Inc.
Chemical Machinery Division
Saginaw, Mich
Clearfield Machine Co.
Clearfield, Pa
Harry W. Dietert Co.
Detroit, Mich
Molder' Friend, Inc.
Dallas City, Ill
National Engineering Co.
Chicago, Ill
Pangborn Division
Carborundum Co.
Hagerstown, Md
Pekay Machine and Engineering Co.
Chicago, Ill
BMM Inc.
Subsidiary, British Molding Machine Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
Beardsley & Piper
Division of Pettibone Corp.
Chicago, Ill
Herman Corp.
Zelienople, Pa
International Molding Machine Co.
La Grange Park, Ill
C-E Cast Equipment
Cleveland, Ohio
A.3 CCont'dl
Disamatic, Inc.
Countryside, Ill
Davenport Machine & Foundry Co.
Davenport, Iowa
Harrison Machine Co.
Wesleyville, Pa
Osborne Manufacturing Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
Tabor Manufacturing Co.
Lansdale, Pa
Shalco Systems
Cleveland, Ohio
A.4. National and International Foundry Organizations
American Foundrymen's Society
Des Plaines, Ill
Grey and Ductile Iron Founders'
Society
Cleveland, Ohio
British Cast Iron Research
Association
Birmingham, U.K.
U.N.I.D.O.
Metallurgical Industries Section
Vienna, Austria
South East Asia Iron and Steel
Institute (SEAISI)
Singapore 6, Singapore
Instituto Latinoamericano del Fiero
y en Acero
Santiago, Chile
Instituto Centroamericano de
Investigacion y Tecnologica Industrial
(ICAITI)
Guatemala, Guatemala
Federacion Metalurgica Colombian
(FEIMETAL)
Bogota, Columbia
Asociacion de Industriales
Metal urgicos
Santiago de Chile, Chile
Asociacao Brasileira das Industrias
de Fundicao de Ferro e Aco
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
Centro Nacional de Investigationes
Metallurgicas (CENIM)
Madrid, Spain
Israel Foundrymens' Society
Tel Aviv, Israel
Sinto Kogio
Nagoya, Japan
Indian Foundry Association
Calcutta, India
Appendix B : National Foundry Statistics from Columbia, Chile, and Brazil
B.l. Columbian Foundry Statistics:
Source (FEIMETAL)
Annual Production(1974): 25,000 metric tons
No. of Organized Foundries: 50
Labor Force: 8000 employees
Salary Level: $50./week (US)
Raw Materials:
Locally Available - CokeSands
Acid Refractories
Import
Required - Bentonite
Basic Refractory Materials
Major Problems: Technological Training in Small Foundries
Transportation in Mountainous Terrain
B.2. Brazilian Foundry Statistics
Source (ABIFA)
Iron Foundry Size Distribution:
19 Large = 1% of total production
25 medium = 0.4% of total production
172 small = 0.4% of total production
Total Production: 1,126,000 metric tons
Value of Product: 5.5 million cruzeiros ($650,000)
Foundry Workers: 50,000
No Salary Data
B.2. (Cont'd)
Little Automated Equipment
Raw Materials: Locally Available Pig Iron & Scrap
Sands
Import
Required Coke ( Local grades
have high ash content)
Table B-l presents estimates of the supply and demand projections for
cast iron for 1975 - 1980.
Regi on
Sao Paulo
Guanabara/
Rio de Janeiro
Minas Gerais/
Espirito Sant
South
North/
North East
TOTAL
Demand
958,423
191,684
196,008
44,678
50,445
1,441,238
1975
Supply
735,979
279,541
223,277
168,890
2,563
1,410,250
Demand
1980
1,703,559
330,387
387,172
59,366
100,665
2,581,149
Supply
1,409,040
469,495
336,919
300,385
5,527
2,521,366
Table B-l: Supply and Demand
Source (ABIFA)
Projections for Cast Iron in Brazil
B.3. Chilean Foundry Statistics
Source C Compania Lndustrias Chileans CIC S.A.1
Foundry Production(1971):
Steel: 16,000 metric tons
Grey Iron: 31,000
Non-ferrous: 6,000
Total: 53,000 metric tons
Size Distribution:
Total Foundries: 186
20% of the plants produce 80% of the production
In grey iron, 6% of the plants provide 41% of the production
Employment:
Professional & Technical: 214
Unspecialized Operators: 1,268
Specialized Operators: 2,228
Helpers: 884
No significant problems with raw materials, combustibles, or transportation.
In establishing new installations, the major problems lie in achieving
production level and maintaining quality control.
Appendix C: Data Development
Sources
Foundry equipment manufacturers, their representatives, foundry
consulting companies, and local Massachusetts foundries were contacted
for information related to the costs of alternate green sand molding met-
hods. A summary of the organizations which contributed information is
presented in Appendix A.
The data collected on twenty nine alternative molding systems includes
the following:
1. Equipment Costs
All equipment necessary to produce the molds is included. This includes
benches, hand tools, ramming equipment, and molding machines. Tight flask
costs are based on production requirement of one hour. For "flaskless"
molding, one snap flask is required and jackets and weights are calculated
for one half hour cooling requirement. Cranes are included when the mold-
ing weight exceeds 75 pounds per molder. Conveyors are required for me-
thods in which pouring is done at a pouring station remote from the mold-
ing area. Conveyors are sized from the flask geometry and one hour's
production. The collected capital cost becomes the coefficient of the
integer decision variable in the L-P model.
2. Energy and Maintenance Costs
Energy and maintenance(non-labor) costs are evaluated on a hourly
rate, based on consumption estimates, and cost and frequency of repairs,
respectively.
Air consumption estimates for Jolt machines are based on 20 3in. str-
okes per cycle @100 psi. The compressed air used per mold is:
SCF/mold = 0.372*D2  where D is the jolt cylinder dia.(in)
Hand rammers are rated at 15 CFM @ 90 psi. Assuming a usage of 5
seconds per square foot of mold area:
SCF/mold = 9.028(mold area,ft2)
Based on estimates of electric compressor conversion efficiencies(Joy
Mfgr. Co.), the following conversion factor was used:
Electric Power(KW) = 0.153*Air Consumption Rate(CFM @ l00psi)
Maintenance costs reflect the parts and lubricants required to keep
the molding equipment operational. The estimates of the frequency and
types of repairs were obtained from equipment manufacturers, and local
foundries.
3. Labor Costs
The direct labor required for each alternate method is collected.
Six categories of labor are included:
Unskilled
Semi skilled
Skilled
Pouring
Maintenance
Pattern
Unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled labor are based on engineering
estimates of the requirements of each system. Pouring labor is included
since automated mold handling systems produce a significant saving in
the labor required for pouring. For automated systems one full time pour-
er is assumed. For all other systems, the amount of pouring labor is
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scaled to the mold size and hourly production of the method. Estimates
of the time and manpower required to pour off molds distributed throughout
the shop are converted into pouring man-hours per production hour. Figure
0-1 illustrates the pouring labor required as a function of the mold area.
Maintenance labor estimates are based on the time and frequency of
repair and inspections.
Pattern labor is discussed below.
The labor input in standard man-hours is calculated by multiplying
the hours of each skill level by the ratio of the appropriate wage rate
to the base(unskilled) wage.
4. Pattern Cost
The principal objective in estimating pattern costs is to properly
weight the alternative designs of matchplate, cope and drag, and specially
rigged patterns. Granted that actual pattern costs are highly variable,
estimates for "average" designs were obtained from foundry engineers and
equipment manufacturers. Pattern materials were restricted to epoxy and
metal. No attempt was made to investigate pattern designs for short runs
(under 500) as the variability in cost, influence on productivities, and
alternate designs possible increases rapidly. The calculation of pattern
costs is based on the following:
4.1 Estimates of Standard Pattern Costs
Estimates for the range of pattern costs for each alternative were
obtained. Pattern cost was assumed to vary as the square root of mold
area. Functional relationships were obtdined for each method:
o Whitman Foundry
0.15
o
~ 0.12
L,
-CC
u 0.06 -
0.030
0.03-
I - I p
I I I I 1 ,
2.0 4.0 MOLD AREA (ft2) 8.0 10.0 12.0
Figure C-1: Standardized Pouring Productivities; Production Methods #1 - #22
Co
w.A
Costs pet Pattern
Hand Methods: 25*(MA}1/ 2 - 100..
Matchplate: 18*(MA)1/2  where MA = mold area in square inches
Cope and Drag: 50*(MA)1/2 - 200.
Automated Matchplate: 21.6*(MA)l/2
Automated Flaskless Molding:
Disamatic 2013 = $1500.
Disamatic 2032 = $1750.
Automated Tight Flask Molding: 60*(MA)I/2 - 240.
Hand methods assume cope and drag designs but.each molding station will
use only one(cope or drag) pattern. Effectively two molding stations
are used to make each mold.
The pattern cost for each method is converted into hourly pattern
cost by:
Cost per hour = Pattern Cost*Castings per hour*No. of Jobs per year
No. of Castings required per year*Pattern Life in years
In order to permit the pattern cost to fluctuate with the wage level,
the hourly pattern cost is separated into capital and labor components.
Since direct labor typically accounts for one third of the fully absorbed
pattern cost, one half of the hourly pattern cost is allocated to labor
costs. The other 50% represents a fixed hourly cost of operation. The
number of pattern workers hours per production hour is calculated from
the hourly pattern costs based on a wage rate of $7.50/hour.
5. Productivities
Estimates of the hourly production rates were obtained for each of
the alternate production methods. For automatic cycle and automated methods,
rated production is specified by the equipment manufacturers. Actual
production rates, including downtime for maintenance, repair and pattern
changes is based on 80% of the rated production.
Estimates of productivities for hand and simple machinges were ob-
tained from foundry engineers and manufacturers representatives in the
area. The estimates were highly variable, quite sensitive to the spec-
ific combination of sand and mold handling, and the type of pattern spec-
ified, For hand techniques, the variation between loose pattern-shovel
sand-floor pouring and mounted pattern-overhead sand-conveyor pouring
were quite high(up to a factor of five). For standard estimates, the fol-
lowing assumptions were made:
Mounted Cope and Drag Patterns
Flaskless Molding
Shovel Sand
Floor Pouring
These estimates represent actual productivities and no efficiency
factor was applied.
6. Summary of Cost Calculations
To briefly summarize, the costs for each method are collected and
categorized as capital costs, wage dependent hourly operating costs, and
wage independent hourly operating costs. The hourly costs are converted
to costs per mold by multiplying by the productivity of each method for
each casting size. The present discounted value of these costs represents
the coefficient of the continuous production variables in the L-P model.
The costs, productivities and manpower requirements for the 29 altern-
ative production methods are presented in Table E-l.
7. Programming Requirements
The fixed and operating costs were assembled into the objective func-
tion and constraint coefficients by a FORTRAN program. The input data
consisted of the problem specification, and the costs, production rates,
and manpower requirements. The output data consist of the objective func-
tion and constraint coefficients. A listing of the program is presented
in Figure C-2.
8. MPSX Programming System
The mixed integer programming problem was solved by the MPSX program-
ming system. MPSX is an IBM designed program package to perform optimi-
zation operations of mathematical programming problems. It can solve lin-
ear, separable, mixed integer, and generalized upper bound programming
problems. The relevant IBM source documents are presented in the list
of references( 42, 4 3, 44). A sample program is presented in FigureC-3 .
9. Calculation of the Capital and Labor Inputs
The' values of the Xi's and Yi,j's are used to calculate the capital
and labor input required for each simulation run. A FORTRAN program
was used to perform these manipulations. A listing is presented in
Figure C-4.1 •
C PROGRAM Ti CALCULATE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
C
C ACDAI = ANNUAL CAPITAL DEPRECIATION AND INTERESTON INVESTMENT I
C AIR = COST OF COMPRESSED AIR($/SCF)
C ALPH(K) = WAGE RATE RATIOS(SKILL LEVEL K WAGE)/(BASE WAGE)
C ALPHN = NOa CF BASE WAGE HOURS PER PRODUCTION HOUR FOR METHOD I
C CAP = YEARLY OPERATING TIME IF FOUNDRY(HOURS)
C COEF(I,J) = OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR PRODUCTION VARIABLES
C COEFC(I,J) = PRESENT VALUE CF HOURLY CAPITAL COSTS; LATER CONVERTED TO
C ANNUAL CAPITAL COSTS OF METHOD I
C COEFL.(I,J) = PRESENT VALUE CF H.tJRLY LABOR COSTS; LATER CONVERTED TO
C ANNUAL LABOR COSTS OF METHOD I
C CPRO = SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PRODUCTIVITY OF METHOD I
C E(I) = ENERGY COST($/HR) OF METHOD I
C EA(Ill) = AIR CONSUMPTION(SCF/MOLD) OF METHOD I
C EA(I,2) = ELECTRIC POWER(KW) OF METHOD I
C ELEC = COST OF ELECTRICITY(S/KWH)
C F(I) = CAPITAL COST CF PRODUCTION METHOD I; ALSO THE OBJECTIVE
C FUNCTICN COEFFICIENT OF THE INTEGER VARIABLE, X(I). 0
C JOB(J) = NO. OF INDEPENDENT JOBS OF PART SIZE J PER YEAR
C JP = NO. OF PART SIZES
C LIFE = EQUIPMENT LIFETIME
C M(I) = CAPITAL MAINTENANCE( /HR ) OF METHOD I
C N = NO. OF PRODUCTION METHCES
C NAL(I,K) = NJ. OF WORKER HOLRS OF SKILL LEVEL K PER PRODUCTION HOURMETHOD I
C NALP( I J) = NO. CF PATTERN WORKER HOURS PER PROD. HR. FOR PART J AND METHOD I
C P(I,J) = CAPITAL PATTERN COST($/HR.) OF METHOD I
C PCOS = SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE PATTERN COSTS FOR METHOD I AND PART J
C PLIFE = USEFUL LIFE OD PATTERNS(YEARS)
C PRJ(I,J) = NOo OF PARTS J PER MOLD FOR METHOD I
C PROD = PRJDUCTIVITY OF METHOD I FOR PART J(HOURS PER PART)
C PTYPE(I) = PATTERN TYPE: 0 = HAND MCLDING
C 1 = MATCHPLATE
C PTYPE(I) = PATTERN TYPE: 1 = MATCHPLATE
C 2 = COPE AND DRAG
C 3 = AUTOMATED MATCHPLATE
Figure C-2: Program to Calculate the Objective Function Coefficients(next 11 pages)
4 = DISAMATIC 2013
5 = DISAMATIC 2032
6 = AUTOMATED COPE AND DRAG
PV = PRESENT VALUE SUMMATION FACTOR FOR ALL UNIFORM FUTURE EXPENSES
Q(J) = TOTAL QUANTITY PER YEAR OF PARTS OF PART SIZE J
R = INTEREST RATE
RP(I) = RATED PRUDUCTION(MOLOS/HR) OF METHOD I (COMPLETE MOLDS)
T(J) = YEARLY TONNAGE OF PART SIZE J
TOBJ(I,J) = LINEAR PROGRAMMING ROW FOR PARAMETRIC STUDY OF WAGE RATE
= CCEFL(I,J)iPROD(IJ )/10.)
W = BASE WAGE RATE
WH(I,J) = NUMBER OF STANCARC WORKER HOURS PER PRODUCTION HOUR
WHPY(I,J) - STANDAkD WORKER HOURS PER YEAR:THE DIRECT LABOR INPUT OF
X = READ DATA SET REFERENCE NUMBER: @IPC = 5, @JCF = 8
Y = WRITE DATA SET REFERENCE NUPIBER: @IPC = 6, @JCF = 5
Z = PUNCH DATA SET REFERENCE NUMBER: @IPC = 7, @JCF = 5
UIMENSION F(5, ),E(50),EA(50,2),M(50),T(6), ALPH(5),NAL(50,5),COEF
1(50,b6),PRD(50,6), COEFC(50,6),COEFL(50,6),TOBJ(50,6),WH(50,6)
2,WHPY(50,6)
CCMMON MA(50,3), PSIZE(5O,3),PRO(50,6),PTYPE(50),JOB(6),0(6),P(50,
16),NALP(5SC6),RP(50),NJP
EXTERNAL DPRO,PCOS
REAL NAL,M,NALP
INTEGER PSI ZE,PTYPE,X,YZ
C REAC INPUT DATA
X=5
Y=6
Z=7
READ(X,
12 FORMAT(
READ(X,
) ,(NAL(
20 FORMAT(
21 READ(X,
12)(Q(J),JOB(J), (PSIZE(J,K),K=1,3),J=1,JP)
F12.0,I6,315)
2,))(F(I),EA(I,J1),EA(I,2),M(I),RP(I),PTYPE(I),tMA(I,J),J=1,3
I ,J),J=1,5),I=1, )
FLO 0 O,4F8,0, 8X, I1,313,3Fle0,IX,2F8.0)
22) N,JP,L IFE,PLIFE,ELEC,ALPH
22 FORMAT(312,7F8.0)
25 READ(X,'26) W,R,CAP
26 FCRMAT(3FO.0O)
C CALL SUBR3UTINE TO CALCULATE PRODUCTIVITIES
30 CALL DPRO
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE PATTERN COSTS
40 CALL PCCS(PLIFE)
C CALCULATE AIR CONSUMPTION BASED ON ELECTRIC POW
AIR = O.O00125;ELEC
C WRITE INPUT DATA
C WRITE SELECTION MODEL PARAMETERS
WRITE(Y,70)N,JP,LIFE,PLIFE,R,W
70 FORMAT('I',20X,'FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT SELECTION
IN OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS'//20X,
2 PRODUCTION METHODS:',2X,I5/5X,'NC. OF PART
3PMENT L
4,1X,'YE
5,F 1 O4,
WRITE(Y
75 FORMAT (
ICOST OF
WRITE(Y
80 FORMAT(
ER SUPPLY
MODEL'/10X,
'INPUT DATA'
SIZES:* ,9X,
IFETIME:',8X,15,IX,'YEARS'/5X,'PATTERN LIFETIME
ARS'/5X,'INTEREST RATE:',13X,F1O.4/5X,'BASE WAG
IX,' ($/HR)*)
,75) AIR,ELEC
' ',4X,'COST OF COMPRESSED AIR:',4X,F12.6,1X,'(
ELECTRICITY:',7X,Fl2o6,1X,' ($/KWH)')
,8j) ALPH, CAP
' ',4X,'WAGE RATE RATIOS: UNSKILLED',F10.4/23X,
E
'CALCUL AT IO
//5X, 'NO.OF
15/5X, 'EQUI
',lOX,F10.4
RATE:', 12X
/SCF)'/5X,'
'SEMI', 5X,F1
100o4/23X,'SKILLED',2X,F1O.4/23X,'MAINTENANCE',F8.4/23X,'PATTERN',2X
2,F10.4/5X,'OPERATING HOURS:',7X,F12.2, X,'HR/YEAR')
C CALCULATE YEARLY TONNAGE
00 83 J=1,JP
83 T(J) = O.0J67*Q(J) FLOAT(PSIZE(J,1)*PSIZE(J,2))/2000.
C WRITE J03 SPECIFICATION INPLT
WRITE(Y,85)
85 FORPMAT('1',20X,'INPUT DATA: FOUNDRY PRODUCTS SPECIFICATION'////2X,
1'PART',5X,'YEARLY',9X,'NO. OF',16X,'FLASK REQUIREMENT(IN)'/lX,'SIZ
2E(J)',2X,'QUANTITY(Q)',7X,'JOBS',9X,'WIDTH',9X,'LENGTH',8X,'REQ. O
3RAW',8X,'TONS/YEAR')
ARITE(Y,86)(J,Q(J),JOB(J), (PSIZE(JK),K=I,3),T(J),J=1,JP)
86 FORMAT(' ' ,2X,I,5X ,F1OoO,5X,17,lX, 2,13X, 2,13X,12,1OX,F8o0)
C WRITE INPUT DATA FOR EACH METHOD I
WRITE(Y,90)
90 FORMAT('1',20X,'INPUT DATA: PRODUCTION METHOD CAPITAL AND LABOR IN
1PUTSI////1X,'PRODUCTION',5X,'CAPITAL',11X,'ENERGY USAGE' ,8X,'MAINT
2ENANCE' ,1X,'RATEO',15X,'NO. JF WORKER HRS/PROD.HR'/4X,'METHOD',7X
3,'COST($)',3X,'AIR(SCF/MOLD)',2X,'ELECTRIC(KW)',2X,'COST($/HR)',2X
4,'PRJDUCTION(MJ9LDS/HR)' ,2X,'UNSK',4X, 'SEMI',4X,'SKILL',3X,'MAINT',
53X,'POUR')
DO 110 I=1,N
100 WRITE(Y,110) I,F(I),EA( I,1),EA(I, 2),M( I),RP(I),(NAL(I,K),K=1,5)
110 FORMAT(' ' ,5X, I 2,8XvFIOo2,3X,F.4,3X,FIO4,3X ,FLO.4,6X, FlO.4,6X, 5
1(2X,F6.3))
C WRITE FLASK SPECIFICATIONS FOR METHOD I
WRITE(Y,120)
120 FrvMjAT('1',2LX,'I NPUT DATA: FLASK SPECIFICATIONS FOR METHOD I'////
11X,'PRODUCTION',24X,'MAXIMUM FLASK DIMENSIONS(IN.)'/3X,'METHOD',16
2X,'WIDTH',15X,'LENGTH',11X,'MAXIMUM DRAW' )
WRITE(Y,130)(I,(MA(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,N)
130 FORM-AT(' ',5XI2,18XI2,19X,I2,17XI2)
C WRITE PATTERN WORKER REQUIREMENT FOR METHOD I o
WRITE(Y,135)
135 FORlMAT('1', 2X,'INPUT DATA:PATTERN WORKER REQUIREMENT FOR METHOD I
1'///IX,'PRODUCTION',6X,'PATTERN',C7X,'NO. OF PATTERN WORKER HOURS/
2PRODUCTION HOUR'/3X,'tMETHO]D',I1X,'TYPE',9X,'J=1',13X,'J=2',13X,'J=
33', 13X,'J=4', 13X,'J=5', 13X,'J=6' )
DC 138 I=1,N
138 WPITE(Y,140) I,PTYPE(I),(NALP(I,J),J=1,JP)
14U FOPRMAT i' ',5X, 12, 12X, II, 6X,F10.4, 5(6X,F 10.4))
C WRITE CUTPUT COEFFICIENT HEADINGS
WR ITE(Y, 145)
145 FORMAT('1',20X,'OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS'//1X,'PRODUCTION',
16X,'INTEGER',21X,'PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS- Y(I,J)'/3X,'METHOD',5X,
2'CCEFFICIENT X(I)', 8X,'J=1',12X,'J=2',12X,'J=3',12X,'J=4',12X,'J =
35' ,12X,'J=6' )
C BEGIN CALCULATION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
C CALCULATE PRESENT VALUE FACTOR
C ALL ANNUAL EXPENSES ARE CHARGED AT YEAR END
PV = 0.
DC 150 MM=1,LIFE
PVI = lo/(l*+R)**MM
150 PV = PV + PV1
C CALCULATE ALL PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS IN ONE DO LOOP
DC 180 I=lt,N
IF (CAP.EQ.4000.) F(I) = 1.093*F(I)
C CALCULATE WAGE RATE MULTIPLIERS - ALPH(K)*NAL(I,K)
ALPHN = 0.
DO 160 K=1,4
AN = ALPH(K)*ýNAL(I,K)
160 ALPHN = ALPHN + AN
ALPHN=ALPHN+ ALPH(2)*NAL(I,5)
C CALCULATE ENERGY COST E(i)
E(I) = EA(I,•)*RP(I)•*AIR + EA(I,2)*ELEC
DO 170 J=1,JP
IF (PRO(I,J)) 162,162,164
162 PROO(I,J) = 0. ,1
COEFC(IJ) = 0,
WH(I,J) =I.
WHPY(I,J) = 0.
COEFI (I,J) =0.
GO T?) 170
164 PRCD(I,J) = 1./(PRO(I,J)*RP(I))
COEFC(I,J) =PV*( E(I) + M(I) + P(IJ))
WH(I,J) = ALPHN + ALPH(5)*NALP(I,J)
WHPY(I,J) = WH(I,J)*CAP
COEFL(I,J) = PV*W*WH(I,J)
170 CfCEF(I,J) = (COEFC(I,J) + COEFL(I,J))*PROD(I,J)
C WRITE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION CCEFFICIENTS
18u WRITE( Y, 190) IF( I ) , (COEF( IJ) ,J=1,JP)
190 FCRMAT(' ',2X,I5,7X,Fl2.2,6(3X,F12.6))
C WRITE CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENT HEADINGS
W RITE (Y, 195)
195 FORMAT(1'',20X,'CAPACITY CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENTS'///1X,'PRODUCTION
1' , 1OX, iX(I) ' ,36X,' Y(IJ) '/3X,' METHOD' 28Xt,' J=1' tl 2X 'J=2 ,12X,'J=3
2',12X, t'J=4',12X,'J=5',12X,'J=6 )
DO 196 1=1,N
196 WRITE(Y,197) I,CAP,(PRCD(I,J),J=1,JP)
197 FORMAT(' ', 2X, I5,8X, F0.2,6( 1X,F12.6))
200 CCNTINUE
C PUNCH ROW DATA CARDS
WRITE(Y ,20)
200 FORMAT('I','ROW AND COLUMN DATA CARDS IN PUNCH FORMAT')
J00 211 J=1,JP
201 WRITE(Z,202) J
202 FORMAAT(' ',1X,'E',1X,'OEM',II)
00 2J3 I=1,9
203 WRITE(Z,204') I
204 FURMAT( ' ',1X,'L',X, 'CAP',Il)
DO 2J5 I=10,N
205 WRITE(Z,206) I
206 FOPMAT( ' ,1X,'L', 1X,'CAP',I2)
XCAP = -CAP
DO 211 I=1,N
IF (1-1J) 2)7,209,209
207 WRITE(7,208) I,F(I),I,XCAP
208 FORMAT(' ',3X,'X',I1,8X,'COST' ,6X,F2.4,3X,'CAP',I1,6X,Fl2.4)
GO TO 211
209 WRITE(7,210) I,F(I),I,XCAP
210 FORMAT(' 3X, ' X', I 2,7X,'COST' ,6X,F12.4,3X, 'CAP' 2,5X,FI2.4)
211 CCNTINUE
C PUNCH COLUMN DATA CARDS
DO 216 I=1,N
DO 216 J=1,JP
IF (PRO(I ,J)oLEoOo . GO TO 216
IF( I-10) 212,214,214
212 WRITE(Z,213) I,J,COEF(I,J),J, I,J I,PROD(ItJ)
213 FORMAT(' ',3X,'Y',I11II,7X,'COST' ,6X,Fl2.63X,'DEM' ,I,12X,'1.'/4X
1,'Y',I1,II,7X,'CAP', I1,6X,Fl2.6)
GO TO 216
214 WRITE(Z,215) I,J,COEF(I,J)J,I ,JrI ,PROD(I,J)
215 FORMAT (' ',3X'Y',2, I I,6X,'COST',6X,Fl2.6, 3X,.'DEM' I ,12X,' 1.'/4X
1, 'Y' ,12 41, 6X,'CAP' ,I 12,5X ,F126)
216 CONTINUE
UC 222 I=1,N
UBND=0.
DO 217 J=1,JP
UB = Q(J)',PROD(I,J)/CAP
217 UBND= UBND + UB
IBND = IFIX(UIBND) + 1
IF (1-10) 218,220,220
218 WRITE(7,219) 1,IBND
219 FORMAT(' ','UP',1X,'UPPER',5X, X',I.I,8XI5)
GO TO 222
220 WRITE(7,221) I,IBND
221 FORMAT(' ','UP',1X,'UPPER',5X,'X',12,7X,•5)
222 CONTINUE
310 STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE DISCRET
SUBROUTINE DPRO
SUBROUTINE DPRO
COMMON MA(50,3) , PSIZE(50,3
16) ,NALP(5 ,6), RP(50) ,N ,JP
INTEGER PSIZE,PTYPE
REAL NALP
DO 10 I=1,N
DO 10 J=1,JP
M1=MA(I,l)/PSIZE(J,1)
M2=MA( I,2)/PSIZE(J, 1)
M3=MA(I,1)/PSIZE(J,2)
M4=MA( I,2)/PSIZE(J, 2)
N1=M3-M2
N 2=M41 M 1
IF (N1.GT.O) GO TO 5
IF(N2.GT.O) GO TO 5
IPRO = 0
GO TO 10
5 IPRO = Nl
IF (N2.GT.NI) IPRO=N2
IF (MA( 1,3) .LT.PSIZE(J,3))
10 PRO(I,J) = FLOAT(IPRO)
RETURN
END
PRODUCTIVITY BASED ON MOLD & FLASK GEOMETRIES
),PRO(50,6),PTYPE(50),JOB(6),Q(6),P(50,
IPRO = 0
E
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE CONIINUOUS PRODUCTIVITY BASED ON MOLD & FLASK AREAS
SUBROUTINE CPRO
CU]MM3N MA(50,3) , PSIZE(50,3),PRO(50,6),PTYPE,50),JOB(6),Q(6hP(50,
16),NALP(5C,6),RP(50)),N,JP
INTEGER PSIZE,PTYPE
REAL NALP
00 I• I=1,N
DO 10 J=1,JP
M1=MA(I ,1) /PSIZE(J, )
M2=MA(I,2)/PSIZE(J, i)
M3=MA(I,1)/PSIZE(J,2)
M4=MA(I,2)/PSIZE(J,2)
N1=M3$ M2
N2=M'V'MI
IF (1.GT.0O) GO TO 5
IF(N2.GT.U) GO TO 5
PRO(I,J) = 0.
GO T13 1tW
5 PRO(I ,J) = FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA(I,2))/FLOAT(PSIZE(Jl1)*PSIZE(J,2))
IF (MA(I,3).LToPSIZE(J,3)) PRO(IJ) = 0.
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE PATTERN COSTS AND PATTERN WORKER LABOR INPUT
SUBROUTINE PCOS(PLIFE)
CCMMON MA(50,3), PSIZE(50,3),PRO(50,6),PTYPE(50),JOB(6) ,Q6) P(50,
16),NALP(50,6),RP(50),N,JP
REAL NALP
INTEGER PSIZEPTYPE
DO 100 I=1,N
L = PTYPE(I) + 1
GC TO (5,1U,20,30,40,50,60),L
C ALL PATTERN COSTS ARE BASED ON EPOXY OR ALUMINUM PATTERN MATERIALS
C PATTERN COST FOR HAND MOLDING
5 PCOST = 25.*FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA(I,2))**0.5 - 100.
GU TO 70
C PATTERN COST FOR MATCHPLATE PATTERNS
10 PCOST = 18o*FLOAT(MA(I,l)*MA(I,2))**O.5
GO TO 70
C PATTERN COST FOR COPE AND DRAG PATTERNS
20 PCOST = 50o*FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA(I,2))**O.5 - 200.
GO TO 70
C PATTERN COSTS FOR AUTOMATED MATCHPLATE PATTERNS
30 PCOST = 1.2*18.*FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA(l,2))**•.5
GO TO 70
C PATTERN COSTS FOR DISAMATIC 2013 PATTERNS
40 PCOST = 15J0.
GO TO 70
C PATTERN COST FOR DISAMATIC 2032 PATTERNS
50 PCOST = 1750.
GC TO 70
C PATTERN CJSTS FOR AUTOMATED COPE AND DRAG LINES
60 PCOST = 1.2*(50.*FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA(I,2))**0. 5- 200.)
70 DO 100 J=1,JP
IF (PRO(I,J)) 80,80,90
80 HPC=0.
GO TO 95
C CALCULATE HOURLY PATTERN COSTS FROM COSTS AND LIFETIMES
90 HPC = PCOST*RP(I)*PRC(I,J)*FLOAT(JOB(J))/(PLIFE*Q(J))
C CAPITAL COST ASSUMED TO BE 50% CF TCTAL HOURLY COST
95 P(I,J)=0.5*HPC
C PATTERN WORKER HOURS/PRODUCTION HOUR BASED ON $7 4,50/HOUR WAGE
100 NALP(I,J)=P(I,J)/7.5
RETURN
END
Figure C-2: End
C SAMPLE MIXED INTEGER PROGRAM
PROGRAM
INIT I AL Z
XPFOC=9000
TITLE( 'PROBLEM 1: W=O.O,R=0.1,CAP=2000; OVERHEAD SAND COSTS')
MOVE(XCATA,' PROB01')
EXEC (A)
TITLE( 'PROBLEM 1: W=0.25,R=O.1,CAP=2000; OVERHEAD SAND COSTS')
MOVE(XDATA,'PROB02')
EXEC (A)
GOTO (Z)
A MOVE(XPBNAME,'PROB1')
CONV ERT
SETUP('BOUNDS','UPPER')
MOVE(XrBJ,'COST'
MOVE(XRHS, QTY')
OPT I I ZE
MVADR ( XDOPRIM,INFEAS)
INIMIX
MIXSTART('COST' )
CT=O
XMXFNLOG = 0
XFREQLGA = 0
XFREQLGO =0
MVADR(XDOPRiNT, INT)
MI XFLOA
SOL SOLUTION
MIXSTATS
STEP
INFEAS IF(XINVERT.EQ., IA)
IF(XITERNOoLT•(XIN VERNO+XOLDINV), I D)
IA XINVERT=1
INVERT
XDONFS=O
PRIMAL
MVADR(XDCNFS, IE)
Figure C-3: Sample Mixed Integer Program Listing for MPSX
IF( XINVCT. LT O, I B)
XERRNC=XERRNO+1
IF(XERRNO.LT.XMAXERR ,IC)
CONTINUE
IB XINVCT=XMAXCT
XERRNO=1
IC XINVERT=0
CONT I Nt1 E
ID CHECK
SOLUTION
IE MIXSAVE
MI XSTATS
STEP
INT CT=CT+1
IF(CTo EQ. 5, SOL)
IF (XMXBEST.EQ.XMXDRGP, SOL)
CONTINUE
CONT INUE
CT DC(O)
Z EXIT
PEND
NAME PROB01
ROWS
COLUMNS
BEGIN 'MARKER' 'INTORG'
END 'MARKER' 'INTEND'
RHS
BOUNDS
ENDA TA
Figure C-3: Continued
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CAPITAL AND LABOR INPUTS FOR THE PRODUCTION METHODS
C SELECTED BY THE MIP EQUIPMENT SELECTION PROGRAM
DIMENSIGN F(50),E(50)tEA(5U,2),M(50),ALPH(5),NAL(50,5),PROD(50,6),
1COEFC(50,6),WH(50,6),METH(20),QUANT(20,6),NUMB(2U)
COMMON MA(50,3), PSIZE(50,3),PRO(50J,6),PTYPE(5U(),JOB(6),Q(6),P(50,
16),NALP(50,6),RP(50),N,JP
EXTERNAI. DPRO,PCOS
REAL NAL,tM,NALP
INTEGER PSIZE,PTYPE,X,Y,Z
C REAC INPUT DATA
X=8
Y=5
Z=5
J P=4
N=29
IC=O
READ(X,12) (
12 FJRMAT(F12.
REAC(X,2J)(
1) ,(NAL(I ,J)
20 FCPMAT(F10o
21 READ(X,22)
22 FCRMAT(312,
23 READ(X,24)
Q(J),JOB(J), (PSIZE(J,K)
0,16,3I5)
F( I )EA( I,1),EA(I 12),M(
,J=1,5), I=1,N)
0,4F8 0 0, 8X, I1,313,3Fio
N,JP,LIFE,PLIFE,ELEC,AL
7F8.0)
W, R ,CAP
,K=1,3) ,J=1,JP)
I),RP(I),PT
O,IX,2F8.0)
PH
24 FOPMAT(3FLU.0()
25 READ(X,26) NO
26 FORMAT ( 12 )
DO 27 I=1,NO
27 READ(X,28) METH(I ),NUMB(I),(QUANT(I,J),
28 FORMAT(12,12,6F8.0)
IF(IC.GE.1) GO TO 190
C CALL SUBRPUTINE TO CALCULATE PRODUCTIVITIES
29 CALL OPRO
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE PATTERN CCSTS
40 CALL PCOS(PLIFE)
C CALCULATE AIR CONSUMPTION BASED ON ELECTRIC
J=1,JP)
POWER SUPPLY
Figure C-4: FORTRAN Program to Calculate the Capital and Labor Inputs
YPE(I),(MA(IJ|),J=1,3
AIR = O.00125*ELEC
DO 180 I=1,N
C CALCULATE WAGE RATE MULTIPLIERS - ALPH(K)*NAL(IK)
ALPHN = 0.
DO 160 K=1,4
AN = ALPH(K)*NAL(I,K)
160 ALPHN = ALPHN + AN
ALPHN=ALPHN+ ALPH(2)*NAL(I,5)
C CALCULATE ENERGY COST E(I)
E(I) = EA(1,1)*RP(I)*AIR + EA(I,2)*ELEC
DO 170 J=1,JP
IF (PRO(I,J)) 162,162,164
162 PROD(I,J) = 0.
CCEFC(I,J) = 0.
WH(I ,J) =00
GC Tl 170
164 PROD(I,J) = 1./(PRO(I,J)*RP(I))
COEFC(I,J)= E(1) + M(I) + P(I,J)
WH(I,J) = ALPHN + ALPH(5)*NALP(I,J)
170 CCNTINUE
180 CONTINUE
190 WRITE(Y,200) W,R,CAP
200 FORMAT('1',IOX,'CAPITAL AND LABCR REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBLEM NO.1'//
1// 1X,'W =',F6.2/10X,'R =',F6.2/8X,'CAP =',F6.0///1X,'PRODUCTION',
23X,'NN. OF' 9X,'CAPITAL',9X,'CAPITAL',15X,'LABOR'/3X, METHOD',6X,'
3UNITS', bX,'INVESTMENT($)',5X,' INPUT($/YEAR)' ,6X,' INPUT(HR/YEAR)' )
CAPIV=0.
TACC=O.
TALT=O.
DG 25J I=1,NO
ACC =0.
ALT=,.
MET=METH(I)
DO 225 J=1,JP
AHC=QUANT (I, J) PROD(MET,J )*COEFC(MET,J )
ACC = ACC + AHC
Figure C-4: Continued
AL = QUANT(I,J)*PROD(MET,J)*WH(MET,J)
ALT = ALT + AL
225 CCNTINUIE
IF (CAPoEQ,4000.0) F(MET) = 1g093*F(MET)
CAPIV=CAPIV+F(MET) *FLOAT (NUMB( I ) )
ACC=ACC+FLOAT(NUMRB(I))F(MET)*R*(1.+R)**LIFE/((1,+R)**
TALT=TALT+ALT
TACC = TACC+ACC
250 WRITE(Y,260) METH(I),NUMB(I),F(MET),ACC,ALT
260 FUPMAT(' ',5X,12,9X,12,11X,F8.0,1OX,F10.O,1OX,FIO.O)
iNRITE(Y,270) CAPIV,TACCTALT
270 FURMAT('O'///IX,'TOTAL' ,22X,FLO.0,1OX,FOoO,O10X,F10.O)
CLRA1=CP IV/TALT
CLRA2=CAPIV*2000./TALT
WRITE(Y,280) CLRA1,CLRA2
280 FORMAT(' }',31X,'K/L RATIO'/20X,' INVESTMENT($)/MAN-HOU
i//32X,'K/L RATIO'/20X,' INVESTMENT($)/MAN-YEAR'/33X,F8,
IC=1
GO TO 23
STOP
END
:L IFE- le )
IR' /33X,F7.4/
2)
Figure C-4: Continued
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Appendix D: Investigation of Alternate Hypotheses for the Small Production
-F ddi -Simulat-ion
1. The Productivity Assumption
The productivities have been calculated on the geometric requirements
of the production methods and the required mold sizes. Large molding
machines can handle more than one small mold. The integer number of molds
that can be made in one flask are calculated as the largest number of
molds that can fit inside the specified flask geometry without overlapping.
An alternate method of calculating the productivities is based on
the asumption that each specified mold size represents a range of different
sized products. The productivity would be based on the ratio of the
maximum flask area of each method to the required mold area, and be a non-
integer number of molds per flask. While this assumption is more repre-
sentative of actual foundry demands, the risk of biasing the results with
a few methods which have slightly high productivity estimates is increased.
A large machine with a high estimate might be selected for all production.
In other words, a small error in the data would be magnified greatly.
By requiring an integer value for the molds per flask, one machine will
not be optimally efficient for all mold sizes (remember that the alter-
nate production methods include several machines of the same basic type
for each of the 4 or 5 basic alternatives).
These different productivity assumptions have been investigated in
a series of simulations. The K/L ratios as a function of wage rate are
presented in Figure D-l. The higher, "continuous" productivity estimates,
better utilizing the equipment, yield smaller K/L ratios. The variation
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is not large, however, and suggests no significant bias in the types of
equipment selected.
2. Influence of Pattern Cost Allocation
In the original model, estimated costs of patterns were divided into
wage sensitive and wage independent costs. An alternate assumption est-
imates pattern costs independent of the wage rate, solely as an indepen-
dent hourly cost of operation. This would be true if pattern making fac-
Ilities did not exist and patterns were purchased.
Figure D-2 presents the K/L ratios for the two assumptions. The
discrepancies @ w = $2.00 and @ w = $4.00 result from exclusion of pattern
workers from the labor input. The Same equipment was selected as in the
original simulations at both wage rates. At w = $7.50, a different set
of equipment was selected, owing to the extremely high cost of pattern
worker labor($18.75/hour) at this wage level.
3. Overhead Sand Delivery Costs
In the original formulation it was assumed that the sand was avail-
able and close to the molding equipment. Since overhead sand delivery
can improve the productivity of simple machines, estimates of the costs
of overhead sand for these systems were obtained. They were not included
in the original formulation because only a few estimates, with little
corroboration, were obtained.
Estimates for total systems were broken down by number of molding
stations supplied and hourly tonnage. The costs were allocated to each
station by the following:
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.$3000./system + ClO00*Hourly Tonnage Required) The productivities
of the methods using the overhead sand delivery(No.10 - 171 are increased
by ten percent. Figure D-3 presents the K/L ratios for this simulation.
4. K/L Inputs for Non-Optimal Solutions
A number of non - optimal solutions are generated during each optimi-
zation. It is worthwhile to investigate these "slightly incorrect" equip-
ment decisions to determine the sensitivity of the K/L mix to these slightly
incorrect decisions. Figure D-4 illustrates a number of non - optimal
selections and the corresponding optimal ones. The majority of the non -
optimal solutions had total costs of production within 1% of the optimal
solution. These non - optimal selections more represent substitution
possibilities than technically inefficient methods. One solution(*) did
have total production cost 25% higher than the optimal, and clearly in-
dicates a strictly inefficient method of production.
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Appendix E: Input and Output Data
Small Production Foundry
JOB SPECIFICATION
YEARLY
DEMA !NO
(MOLDS)
830100o
368~2. ;-
414•"j
17300o
Large
JOB
NO.
OF
JCBS
207
184
41
17
FLASK
REQUIREMENT
(IN.)
12
18
24
36
4
8
12
16
Production Foundry
SPECIFICATIjN
SHORT RUN JOBS
YEARLY
DEMAND
(VIOLDS )
83JG 0.
368t•i0.
4146 0.
YEARLY
DEMAND
(MOLCS)
33120C0.
1472 V00.
1640Ud.
NO. FLASK
CF REQUIREMENT
JOBS (IN.)
1863 12 12 4
1656 18 18 8
369 24 30 12
LCNG RLN JOBS
NO.
CF
JOBS
414
368
82
FLASK
REQUIREMENT
(IN.)
12
18
24
Table E-1: Foundry Equipment Simulations; Job Specifications
TABLE E-2: ALTERNATE PRODUCTION METHODS
INPUT CATA
CAPITAL
COST
766.
9450
2965.
1526.
1656.
3515.
2670o
6274.
116C0.
609SOo
9060.
15370,
20550.
13600.
227970
33900.
21400.
4548,14.
70000.
137 5500
563 0.
1127CC.
58000.
79900.
1116200
394500.
647000.
1412000.
25 J0i C0.
FCWER
AIR ELEC MAINT MCLOS
(SCF/M) (KW) (1/HR) PER HR.
10.
4.
1.0
16.
37.
110.
133
63.
146.
7.
8.
110
14.
26.
84.
155.
50o
24.
58.
145,
.6
1.
1. 9
20.7
22.
.0175
.0325
.06
.0175
.0325
.04
.c525
.0325
.04
.12
.C6
.2
.3
.6
20. .5
52o 1001
9. 2.21
15. 3.16
26. P 46
30. 5.
40. 7.5
75. 12.5
125. 30.
11.
4. 5
1.2
13c5
9.
4.
24.
20.
15.
10.
16,
25.
14.
100
2)0.
20.
15.
2. 4
6o
96.
80.
64,
288.
240.
240.
192.
LABOR(HR/PROD.HR)
M
T USS A
Y MAX NEK I
P FLASK SMI N
E SIZE KIL T
0 16 16 6001 0.
0 24 24 8011 0.
0 36 48 16C11 0.
O 16 16 6001 0.
0 24 24 8011 0.
0 36 48 16011 0.
0 12 12 10o00 .0065
0 24 31 16110 .022
0 36 48 20011 .049
1 16 20 8010 .0243
1 20 25 10010 .039
1 24 30 11010 .082
1 30 36 13010 .12
2 18 26 9010 o058
2 22 32 9)J29 .103
2 36 48 16120 .156
2 40 30 12010 .12
2 26 16 9200 .072
2 36 18 12200 .072
2 4.7 27 13230 .072
2 36 54 20002 .2
2 36 54 200U40 .4
3 14 19 7010 .5
3 20 24 8010 .5
3 24 30 12010 .5
4 19 24 8010 .7
5 24 30 12010 .7
6 24 32 12010 1.
6 40 48 16C41 1.
P
0
U
R
0.28
0.16
0.12
0e336
0.18
0.144
.375
.5
.625
.72
.74
.75
.68
o57
1.2
2.16
.8
.61
.7
1.26
.31
.78
1.
1.
1.
,1.
i.
1.
PROBLEM NC. 1 - SMALL PRODUCTION FOUNDRY
EQUIPMENT SELECT IONS
M = ALTERNATE PRODUCTION METHOD NUMBER
Q = N. OF UNITS CF PJ REQUIRED
M Q 12X12
014283000O0
0246
0309
0601
0802
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
WAGE INTEREST
0.00 .1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
1400.1730C.
4000.
36000.
M C 12X12
0601
U803
0902
111c064`00
1206719986.
M Q 12X12
11090s
1207 830O00.
1302
1601
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
414i0o.
368000.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
3640000.0.O
2495.
5504. 37248.
MO
M Q 12X12 18X18
1101 40000.
1601 887.
2402 320000.
25028300G00. 7113.
WAGE
0.2536X48
1300o
16000.
WAGE
0.5036X48
INTEREST
.10
INTEREST
.10
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
4152. 17300.
LO SIZE
24X30
WAGE INTEREST
2.00 .1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
41400.
Table E-3: Foundry Equipment Simulations; Equipment Selections (next 16 pages)
__
M Q 12X12
2403
2502 830000.
M Q 12X12
1601
2403
2502 8300U03.
M Q 12X12
0601
0803460C0.
09U02
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
jJoo000o
41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
4.00 .10 200036X48
17300.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
7.50 .10 200036X48
17300.
41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
41400,
WAGE
0.2536X48
1300.
16c00.
INTEREST
.2U
HOURS/YR
20U0
11197E4000. 368000.
-a
M Q 12X12
0802
1109
1207 830000.
1601
MOLO SIZE
18X18 24X30
36000.
360u00.
2496.
5504.
hAGE INTEREST
0.50 *2036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
5400. 17300.
M Q 12X12
1101
1601
2402
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
400Q0.
887.
320000.
WAGE INTEREST
2.00 .2036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
2502830000. 7113. 41400.
MOLD
18X18
40000.
886.
320000.
7113.
SI ZE
24X30
WAGE
4.0036X48
17300.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.20 2000
41400.
MOLD SIZE
t Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
1601
2403
2502830000.
M Q 12X12
0140800000.
0247300{¾0.
0304
0605
0802
M Q 12X12
368000•
WAGE
7.5036X48
17300.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.20 2000
41400.
MOLD SIZE,
18X18 24X30
3680)0.
WAGE
0.0036X48
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.30 2000
5400. 5300.
12000.
36000.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
0301
080346000.
0902
1119784000. 368000.
MO
Q 12X12 18X18
0802
1109 3600000
1207830000. 2496.
1601 5504.
41400.
'LD SI ZE
24X30
36000.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
0.25 .30 200036X48
1300.
16000.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
0.50 .30 200036X48
5400. 17300.
MQ
1101
1601
2402
2502
12X12
830000.
M Q 12X12
1101
1204479990.
16013587.
2402
2501346422.
M Q 12X!2
1101
1601
2402
2502830000.
M Q 12X12
1601
2403
2502830O00.
M Q 12X12
0121830000.
0223
0304
0601
C801
M Q 12X12
0601
080246014.
0901
110564000.
120371S9986.
MOLD
18X18
40000.
3200 0.
SIZE
24X30
WAGE
2.e0036X48
17300.
INTEREST
.30
HOURS/YR
2000
41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
40000.
887.
32CC00.
7113. 41400.
WAGE
4.0036X48
17300.
WAGE
7.50
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30 36X48
17300.
368C00O
41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
INTEREST
.30
INTEREST
.30
WAGE INTEREST
0.00 .2036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
4000
368C00o
16C00.
5400. 1300.
36000.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
41400.
WAGE
0.2536X48
1300.
1 6000.
INTERE ST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
368000.
- -
MOLD
M Q 12X12 18X18
1105 64000. 368000.
1203 7200)J
13 1 46 •0 .
SIZE
24X30
WAGE
O. 5036X48
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
32330.
9070. 17300.
MOLD SIZE
12X12 18X18 24X30
408•7.
1601
2401
250133i0000.
32CC000
MOLD
12X12 18X18
408 8 7.
32OId- 0.
830000. 7113.
WAGE
2.0036X48
17300.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
41400.
SIZE
24X30
WAGE
4.0036X48
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
1 "i300. O.
41400.
M Q
110 1
MQ
1101
1601
24J 1
2501
PROBLEM NC. 1
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
CONTINUOUS PRODLCTIVITIES
M Q 12X12
01248 300000
0226
0306
0603
0802
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
WAGE
0.0036X48
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
36800jo
12000.
4200. 5300.
37200.
MOLD SIZE
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
0801
1112
1301
1601
830000. 368000.
WAGE
0.5036X48
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
11400.
30000.
MCLD SIZE
M Q 12X12 18X18
1302 25798.
1601
24038300000 342201.
24X3
41400.
0
173 00.
36X48
WAGE
2*00
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
17300.
MCLD SIZE
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
1601
2403 830000. 342201.
2501 25798. 41400.
MOLD SIZE
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
1601
25038300G00 368G000 41400.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
4,00 .10 200036X48
17300.
WAGE
7.5036X48
17300.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
_.-
PROBLEM NO. I
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
PATTERN WJ$TS ARE INDEPENDENT OF
P(I,J) = HPC
NAI P(I,J) = 0.0
THE WAGE RATE
M Q 12X12
0142830000.
0246
0309
0803
M Q 12X12
0601
J08360J02.
L902
111b704000.
12J1119998.
M Q 12X12
0803
11 1110 C15,
12U6719986.
1601
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
WAGE
0.0036X48
INTEREST
.10
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
41400.
WAGE
0.25
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30 36X48
1300.
414)0.
16000.
36E000.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
41400.
36800o0
INTEREST
.10
WAGE INTEREST
0.50 .1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
MQ
1101
1601
12X12
2402
25028330000.
MO
18X18
40000Go
887.
32CC00.
7113a
LD SIZE
24X30
WAGE INTEREST
2.00 .1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
41400.
M Q 12X12
160 1
2403
25J2830000.
M Q 12X12
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
WAGE
4.0036X48
17300.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
41400.
MCLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
1601
2502/413926
2601416i73. 368000.
WAGE
7.5036X48
17300.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
41400.
PROBLEM NC. 1
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
WAGE RATE RATIOS(ALPH) REFLECT SCARCE SKILLED LABOR
ALPH1=1, ALPH2=2, ALPF3=10,ALPH4=10,ALPH5=15
MO1
M Q 12X12 18X18
080346014
1110640O0. 368000.
1206719986.
1601
LD SIZE
24X30
41400.
WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
0.50 *20 200036X48
1 7300.
ALPH1=0, ALPH2=2, ALPH3=10,ALPH4=10,ALPH5=15
__j
MO
M Q 12X12 18X18
080346014.
111Q64090. 368C00.
120671S86.
1601
LD SIZE
24X30
41 40Uo
W AG E
0.5036X48
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.20 2000
1 13C0.
PROBLEM NC. 1
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
OVERhtL•J' SAND DELIVERY COSTS INCLUDED
RF(I)=1.1*RP(I)
F(I)=F(I)+3000.+1i000.FLOAT(MA(I,1)*MA
M Q 12X12
0142830000.
0246
0309
0601
6802
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
WAGE
0.0036X48
INTEREST
.10
HOURS/YR
2000
5400. 15300.
36000.
M Q 12X12
0601
08J326027.
0902
ll1043994a
120 5659979.
M C 12X 12
0803
1108
1206830000.
1601
M Q 12X12
11074421.
12u3479157.
1601
2501346422.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
4 1400 .
WAGE
0.2536X48
1300.
16000.
INTEREST
.10
HOURS/YR
2000
368000.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
41400.
36E000.
WAGE INTEREST
0.50 . 1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
17300.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368000.
41400.
WAGE INTEREST
2,00 .1036X48
HOURS/YR
2000
17300o
(I,2)*MA(I,3) *4,*RP(I)/(3o.34560.)
MOLD SIZE
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
i'•4- - 48CC0.
1601
2402
25028300C0.
M Q 12X12
11013
1601
24u02
2502830000.
320000.
WAGE INTEREST
4.00 .1036X48
17300.
HOURS/YR
2000
41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
48000.
328000.
41400.
WAGE
7.5036X48
INTEREST
.10
HOURS/YR
2000
1-1300.
PROBLEM NO. 1
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
NON-OPTIMAL RUNS
MQ 12X12
111064000o
1206719986.
130246014.
1601
MQ 12X 12
160 1
2402
2503830000a
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
368U00o
32331.
9069
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
320000.
48000o 41400.
WAGE,
0.5036X48
17300.
36X48
17300.
INTEREST
.10
WAGE INTEREST
4.00 .10
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
M Q 12X12
1101
1601
2402
2502830000.
M Q 12X.12
080 1
111064000.
1206 7 1986
130146J14.
1601
M Q 12X12
014 1 820000.
024610 !00.
0310
08J2
2101
M Q 12X12
0142830GC0.
0245
0304
0501
0605
0802
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
40000a
887.
320000U.
7113, 41400.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
181Y)0.
368000.
12331.
11069.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
365500.
5400.
36000.
2500.
MOLD SIZE
18X18 24X30
360C00.
8000.
WAGE INTEREST
4.00 .1036X48
17300.
WAGE
0.5036X48
17300.
36X48
17300.
INTEREST
.20
WAGE INTEREST
0.00 .30
WAGE
0. 0036X48
INTEREST
.30
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
HOURS/YR
2000
5400. 5300.
12000.
36000.
PROBL EM NO, 2 - LARGE PRODUCTION FOUNDRY
EQUIPMENT SELECTIONS
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
0166
0199
0286
0 299
C7318,30C00.
0812
11C9
8000.
360000.
41400.
LCNG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 0,00
3300000.
4999. 1470750.
7C01.
1250. 164000.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
M Q 12X
0731830CC
0812
1147
1227
SHORT RUN JOBS
12 18X18 24X30
0O
414J0.
368000.
LONG RUN JOBS
12X12 18X18
72065. 1472000.
3239935,
WAGE
24X30 0.25
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
164000.
-. j
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
J731830J00.
0811
1146
1227
1301
368000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q .12X12 18X18 24X30
1103 S7634.
23J4767975.
240462025. 270366.
25C8
2602
41400.
41400.
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 0.50
3239935.
72065.
156011.
1472000.
7989.
LONG RUN JO
12X12 18X18
37390. 319926.
32 746C9.
1152074.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
BS WAGE INTEREST HOURS/YR
24X30 2.00 .10 2000
164000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
2304767975.
240362024. 368C00O
2507
2603
41400U
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18
2405830C00. 368000.
2501
2603
2702
24X30
LCNG RUN JOBS
12X12 18X18
37202a
2762577. 16
512221. 1472000.
LCNG RUN JOBS
WAGE
24X30 4.00
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
4C00C
WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 7.50
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.10 2000
41400.
129071. 1472000.
3182929. 164000.
SHCRT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
0166
0199
0285
0299
0731830000.
C812
110i9
M Q 12X
073183000
0812
1148
1226
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 0.00
INTEREST HOURS/YR
020 2000
3300000.
80CC0.
360U00.
41400.
SHORT RUN JOBS
12 18X18 24X30
0.
41400,
368000.
4999. 1462750.
7C01.
9250. 164000.
LCNG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 0.25
32062.
160000. 1472000.
3119938.
INTEREST HOURS/YR
.20 2000
164000.
MQ 12X
073183000
0812
1147
1227
SHORT RUN JOBS LONG RUN JOBS mAGE
12 18X18 24X30 12X12 18X18 24X30 0.50
Uo
368000. 72065. 1472000.
3239935.
INTEREST HCURS/YR
.20 2000
164000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
1117560000. 368000.
120178u06.
23011919$4.
2409
2508
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 2.00
32000.
37390.
1440000.
41400. 3274610.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
2000
164000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18
120130018o
23Li3575982.
2403224000. 363000.
2507
26U3
24X30
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 4.00
37202o
414U00 2762577.
512221. 1472000.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
2000
164000.
-I
SHORT RUN JOBS
P Q 12X12 18X18
C7013202.
2405826798. 368000.
2507
2603
24X30
41400.
LONG RUN JOBS'. WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 7.50
37202.
2762577.
512221. 1472000.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
2000
164000.
SH
M Q 12X12
u182
0290
0716830000.
08306
1105
ORT RUN JOBS
18X18 24X30
41400.
LONG RUN JOBS
12X12 18X18
328000 JO.
1440000.
32000.
WAGE INTEREST
24X30 0.00 .20
HOURS/YR
4000
164000.
368G00. 32000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
iYT&6 3 3000 J
0806 41400.
1124 368C00G
1213
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 0.25
32062.
160000. 1472000.
3119938.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
1640000.
SH
M Q 12X12
0716830C00.
1123
1214
ORT RUN JOBS
18X18 24X30
368000.
41400.
LCNG RUN JOBS WAGE INTEREST
12X12 18X18 24X30 0.50 .20
HOURS/YR
4000
164000.
1472300.
3312000o
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 24X30
1102 97634.
2302767975.
240262024. 27G366,
25i04
2601
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 2
23U1383988.
24J3446012. 368000.
2504
LONG RUN JOBS WAGE
12X12 18X18 24X30 2O00
37390. 319926o
41400. 3274610.
1152074.
LONG RUN JOBS
4X30 12X12 18X18
41400.
37390. 31S926.
3274610.
1152074.
INTEREST
.20
HOURS/YR
4000
164000.
WAGE INTEREST
24X30 4.00 .20
HOURS/YR
4000
164000.
SHORT RUN JOBS
M Q 12X12 18X18 2
2403830000. 368000.
2501 414
2601
2701
Table E-3: End
LGNG RUN JOBS
4X30 12X12 18X18
177000.
00. 7C0639.
WAGE INTEREST
24X30 7.50 .20
HOURS/YR
4000
1152074.
2611361.142926. 164000.
